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Our regional e-FX perspective feature in this edition is once again
focused on the Nordics. Countries in this part of the world have
general populations that are very technologically sophisticated
so it’s not surprising that their large and diverse communities of
buyside players also have high expectations when it comes to the
provision of electronic trading services. The drivers for increased
electronification of FX across the Nordics are similar to elsewhere
and they include demand for more automation of processes to
remove manual errors, aggregation of liquidity sources, smarter
integration of FX to other in-house or third-party systems and
ways to improve compliance with new regulations. At the same
time everything is constantly being influenced by global trends
within the capital markets for more transparency and operational
efficiency. Leading regional banks and e-FX technology providers
in the Nordics are particularly good at listening to their clients
and have stepped up to the challenge of meeting all these
requirements whilst trying to move beyond a focus on execution
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activities. Despite the high penetration of e-FX services across the
Nordics, technology providers and banks have admitted they are not
running out of problems to solve so based on this regions proven
ability to innovate and pioneer the use of new technologies I think
we can expect to see ongoing and continuous investment in FX
digitalization to continue for the foreseeable future.
For various reasons, including the tragic events taking place in
Eastern Europe, we have not been able to publish our usual
comprehensive FX on Exchanges feature in this edition. The short
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portal which will offer free and easy access to the algorithmic FX
trading services from leading providers. More information about
that will be available in the next edition.
As usual hope you enjoy reading this edition of the magazine.
Charles Jago Editor
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24 Exchange completes first cryptocurrency
NDF trades
24 Exchange has announced that it

creating institutional markets for

partners on being the first crypto

has completed its first cryptocurrency

crypto trading. We are excited to offer

NDF traders on our platform and look

NDF (non-deliverable forward) trades

our customers a reliable, seamless and

forward to facilitating many more such

on its platform involving ED&F Man

low-cost platform to facilitate crypto

trades in the future with institutions

Capital Markets, XBTO and QCP

NDF trades on top of our Spot crypto

who wish to invest in crypto assets.”

in February. The company expects

trading offerings, FX NDF trading

XBTO Director of Strategies Nicolas

additional early crypto NDF trading

and FX Spot. We congratulate our

Genechesi said, “XBTO has a core

participants to include Jane Street and

culture of supporting innovative

others. 24 Exchange, the only global

platforms and products within the

platform to offer both cryptocurrency

digital asset ecosystem. NDFs will

and FX institutional trading on one

be an important gateway product

platform, is pioneering an institutional

for traditional finance institutions

market for trading crypto NDF and

into broader digital asset adoption,

Spot crypto assets.

and 24X has created a visionary

Institutional

EMBARK POWERFUL
LIQUIDITY SOLUTIONS

platform to cultivate this emergent
Dmitri Galinov, 24 Exchange CEO

market. We’re excited to leverage our

and Founder, said, “By completing

infrastructure and market expertise to

the first-ever crypto electronic NDF

participate as key liquidity partner, and

trades on our multi-asset platform,
NEWS

24 Exchange is at the forefront of

counterparty in the first cryptocurrency
Dmitri Galinov

NDF transaction.”

IntegralFX now available in Singapore’s
SG1 data center
Integral has announced that its

many benefits of our FX workflow

(MAS). “The high concentration of

IntegralFX service is now available

technology to the growing buy-side in

regional buy-side players looking

in Singapore’s SG1 data center.

Singapore, the 3rd largest FX center

for better connectivity & e-trading

The cloud-based SaaS FX workflow

globally,” said Harpal Sandhu, CEO

solutions is growing and we’re

platform provides banks, brokers

of Integral. “Due to the modular

very pleased to welcome a global

and other market participants with a

nature of our cloud-based SaaS

technology player to help support the

complete eFX sytem for their internal

technology, clients can take individual

growth of financial services locally.”

traders and external customers.

components or together as a full stack

Integral becomes the first complete

to meet their exact needs. Making

cloud-based FX workflow SaaS

IntegralFX available locally underpins

platform in the SG1 data center, co-

our commitment to Singapore and

located with multiple market makers

wider Asian region.” “Our strategic

and takers. The benefits for local

initiative to build Singapore to

clients include the ability to deploy

become the e-trading and price

pricing engines, algos, connectivity

discovery centre for Asia is gaining

and distribution tools immediately,

momentum and we’re delighted

as well as making prices, obtaining

that Integral is launching its SaaS

liquidity and hosting algorithms in

service in Singapore,” said Lim Cheng

a low latency configuration.“We’re

Khai, Executive Director of Financial

delighted to be able to offer IntegralFX

Markets Development Department at

locally in SG1 and extending the

the Monetary Authority of Singapore
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Ideal launches Crypto analytics API
Ideal, the decision intelligence firm

often opaque today.The Pyth Network

where crypto spreads are 10 to 100

has announced that it has launched

is a next-generation oracle platform

times higher than they would be in

the first-ever crypto analytics API

designed to provide trusted and

traditional markets,” said John Crouch,

using Pyth Network’s real-time on-

verifiable market data to decentralized

Ideal CEO. “In the coming months, we’ll

chain market data. Ideal’s Impact API

finance (DeFi) applications. Pyth’s

expand the range of available market

empowers crypto trading firms with

coalition of market data publishers

data sources and add new analytics

institutional-grade analytics and total

includes many leading players in crypto

functionality.”

transparency on their transaction

and traditional finance: Cumberland

costs and profitability. Ideal’s decision

DRW, Galaxy Digital Holdings, Genesis

intelligence solutions turn data analytics

Global Trading, Jump Trading, Talos,

into clear actions for success, providing

and others. “The high-quality, real-

traders in crypto and traditional finance

time market data provided by the

markets with performance insights

Pyth Network opens up a world of

that help them better understand their

opportunity for crypto trading firms.

true execution costs and optimize their

We are thrilled to build upon Pyth’s

trading decisions. With the release

innovation with our plug-and-play

of Impact API, Ideal is bringing an

analytics. Our Impact API uses Pyth’s

essential feature of healthy markets —

data to instantly calculate market impact

transaction transparency — to crypto,

costs and reveal what spreads traders

a market where costs and spreads are

are actually paying — we’ve seen cases

®

Evolving with the Market
Added Functionality to Support Algos & Allocations Now Live

John Crouch

GCEX opens new office in Kuala Lumpur
GCEX, a digital asset and currencies

in addition to customer support. The

CEO, GCEX, commented: “Expanding

technology platform for institutional

region offers a large and diverse talent

our global footprint into Asia is a

and professional clients, has

pool, with skill sets specialized in the

significant development for GCEX

established a new office in Kuala

convergence of financial services and

and a key milestone in our growth

Lumpur, Malaysia. The FCA-regulated

technology. The move also comes

strategy. We selected Kuala Lumpur

firm says the opening in Kuala

a few weeks after Singapore-based

as our Asia hub as we believe it is one

Lumpur was a natural consequence

venture capital firm True Global

of the Fintech capitals of Asia, with a

of its globalisation strategy and its

Ventures (TGV) invested $4 million

strong pool of talent for us to access

international network of partners.

into GCEX. Lars Holst, Founder and

as we grow the business.”

RFS
Functionality
Added

GUI
Live
FX Spot
Streaming
Only

FX Fwds,
Swaps Added

London
& Tokyo
Offices Open

Streaming
Precious
Metals Added

FX|Insights
Analytics Tool
Launched

NDF/NDS,
PM Swaps
Added

USD11T
Supported
for 2020

Total Reaches
15 LPs

Algos &
Allocations
Functionality
Added

The office has been established
to meet increasing demand in the
Southeast Asia region for GCEX’s
offering. The company now has
four locations worldwide, including
Scotland, Denmark, and London,
where it is headquartered. Its office
in Copenhagen, which opened in
September 2021, already has a team
of six people. GCEX also plans to
expand its team of developers with
three new hires in Glasgow in the
next couple of months. The Malaysia
operations will focus principally on
the expansion of sales in the region,
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FXSpotStream is a bank owned consortium operating as a market utility, providing the infrastructure
that facilitates a multibank API and GUI to route trades from clients to LPs. FXSpotStream provides a
multibank FX streaming Service supporting trading in FX Spot, Forwards, Swaps, NDF/NDS and
Precious Metals Spot and Swaps. Clients access a GUI or single API from co-location sites in New York,
London and Tokyo and can communicate with all LPs connected to the FSS Service. Clients can also
access the entire Algo Suite of the FSS LPs, and assign pre- and/or post-trade allocations to their
orders. FXSpotStream does not charge brokerage fees to its clients or LPs for its streaming offering.
Algo fees from an LP are solely determined by the LP.
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Chronicle releases Matching Engine
Chronicle Software has expanded its

Minimum Execution Quantity (MEQ)

performance is a JAVA-based design

ultra-fast, high performance trading

and Self-Match Prevention (SMP).

that leverages proven Chronicle

solutions suite with the release of

Queue technology and optimises

the Chronicle Matching Engine.

The Chronicle Matching Engine runs

available resources. The Matching

Developed in response to client

on commodity hardware and can be

Engine supports multiple and

demand for an asset-agnostic, low

deployed at on premise data centres

extensive libraries, and new matching

latency matching solution, the new

or any cloud environment. Key to

engines can be added in real-time as

Chronicle Matching Engine offers

its low-latency, high throughput

they are needed.  

order matching, validation and risk
checking capabilities for multiple
order types including time in force
order instructions. Its scalable,
modular and flexible design means
that clients can adopt all or some of
the Matching Engine software both
to create new and support existing
proprietary trading solutions, and
can be integrated seamlessly with
other Chronicle trading solutions
and services. Fully customisable to
NEWS

support different client use cases, the
Matching Engine enables bespoke
pre-order matching rules such as

Chronicle low-latency building blocks

TP ICAP to launch FX e-trading platform
in Singapore
TP ICAP Group has announced that

winning Fusion interface, will initially

our deep, global liquidity pools.

it will launch an electronic FX trading

offer trading in Asian 1 Month Non-

Singapore is the third largest FX

platform in Singapore, with support

Deliverable Forwards (NDF) and will

trading centre globally and the largest

from the Monetary Authority of

be expanded to include FX Forwards

in Asia, and we believe that it will

Singapore (“MAS”). The platform,

and additional tenors in Asian NDFs.

continue to grow.” Lim Cheng Khai,

which will use TP ICAP’s award-

The launch is aligned with MAS’

Executive Director, Financial Markets

strategy to strengthen Singapore’s

Development Department of MAS,

standing as a major trading and

said: “MAS welcomes the launch of

corporate treasury hub, which will

TP ICAP’s electronic Fusion FX trading

be furthered by TP ICAP’s industry-

platform in Singapore. Singapore

leading global broking business and

is geographically well-positioned

client network. Nicolas Breteau, CEO

to offer low latency connections to

of TP ICAP, said: “TP ICAP’s decision

regional markets, and TP ICAP’s multi-

to locate a Fusion FX platform in

dealer Fusion FX platform will enable

Singapore is an important part of

market participants from across the

our strategy to enable our clients

Asia-Pacific region to benefit from an

to trade electronically and access

improved trading experience.”

Nicolas Breteau
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NEWS STORY

Pico embarks on next round
of growth with acquisition of
Redline Trading Solutions

NEWS STORY

Pico a leading provider of mission critical technology, data and analytic services for the financial
markets community, recently acquired Redline Trading Solutions, a multi award-winning provider of
high-performance trading and market data software solutions. e-Forex asked Jarrod Yuster, Chairman,
Founder and CEO of Pico to tell us more about the deal and the benefits it will deliver.

Please remind us about the range

Aggregation and Execution

In the last few years, our clients

proposition and good fit for Pico?

components. These solutions

have tested trading and data

are used in Tier 1 banks eFX

solutions in our lab and Redline

Acquiring Redline was a tremendously

infrastructure, quantitative hedge

consistently came out on top as the

exciting milestone for Pico. There were

funds and proprietary trading firms

highest performer while covering

three main factors driving our decision

to achieve the best performance in

the full range of client functional

including their exceptional and high-

the market.

needs. So, the acquisition gives

performance software solution for

us a stellar software offering and

market data consumption along with

In 2019, they invigorated their

even greater in-house engineering

order routing, the highly talented

innovation in higher level FX focused

technology expertise to drive

Redline engineering team and their

products to support these clients.

innovation.

unique client base.

In 2020 they launched Redline Algo
Trader for FX, a broker-neutral

Ultimately, this is about continuing

Redline’s coverage spans equities,

solution that gives traders full

to meet and exceed clients’

options, futures, FX, crypto and fixed

control over their individual liquidity

performance requirements through

income, and their growing list of

pool. Clients can now benefit from

best-in-class solutions. The addition

clients includes global and regional

sophisticated execution algorithms

of their software solutions will both

banks, quantitative hedge funds, ETF

that are built with and on top of

complement and transform our

All this is combined with a need for

solution Corvil Analytics, contributes

and FX market makers, exchanges,

Redline’s ultra-low latency trading

existing offerings and enable us to

transparency, visibility and monitoring

to clients being equipped with cutting-

and other electronic trading firms.

software.

deliver greater value and services.

of high-performance infrastructure,

edge solutions to meet ever-changing

networks and data.

market conditions.

Redline is an award-winning provider

Adding to the trading suite of

How do you see your collaboration

of ultra-low latency and high-

products are two other products: Pre-

with Redline developing further

Pico supports clients to navigate these

Why are increasing numbers of

performance solutions for order

Trade Risk (PTR) and Redlines Market

in the future and what can we

market trends with our comprehensive

trading firms choosing to work with

execution and market data via feature

Simulator. The former being a fully

expect to see next in terms of new

global ecosystem of best-in-class

Pico?

rich APIs. While Pico offers over 300

integrated risk control layer, which

products and services from Pico?

global data feeds, these raw exchange

can allow a firm to express their full

technology and services that connects

Jarrod Yuster

What made Redline such an attractive

and enables the global trading

We’re privileged to sit at the center

feeds are published through numerous

risk limits on a trader, group and/or

Clients want access to global

community across all electronic

of the financial ecosystem serving

different protocols. Redline’s software

firm-wide level. Leveraging PTR allows

borderless trading and data

markets and asset classes. Today,

a broad range of client segments.

simplifies the consumption of these

firms to set strict risk limits that are

access. Redline’s premier

our technology and services, powers

What’s differentiating for clients

exchange data feeds through a

monitored and enforced in real-time

software solutions with Pico’s

mission critical applications for more

is our global comprehensiveness,

common software API.

before orders are sent out to the

broad infrastructure, cloud and

than 420 clients, including leading

our operational excellence, as well

market.

data offering, and industry

banks, exchanges, asset managers and

as our best-in-class technology

Since 2011, Redline has partnered

trading firms globally.

platform coupled with our unrivalled

with us on multiple joint client

For firms that require research,

Pico uniquely to address

infrastructure network monitoring

initiatives, and they have a true

whether for alpha seeking strategies

these client needs and market

and trade analytics solution, Corvil.

understanding and appreciation for

or building custom execution

challenges.

our service model and our approach to

strategies, Redline Market Simulator

client engagement.

is also an invaluable tool. A fully

We’ve already expanded Redline’s

of products and services that Pico
provides and the types of clients you

We’ve built a fully managed private

currently service across the capital

and public cloud infrastructure for

markets?

financial markets participants with

In addition, our expertise in the

leading Corvil Analytics, positions

exchange connectivity spanning

trading business, market structure,

deterministic backtesting engine, with

normalized market data portfolio

The continued electronification of

52 global market centers in the

data, regulatory compliance

The addition of their multi-asset

a powerful set of tools and analytics,

with the addition of two China

markets across all asset classes has

Americas, Europe and Asia. Our high-

requirements and how to apply

software solutions now gives clients

it gives quants and researchers an

markets (Shanghai and Shenzhen

given rise to the need for global

performance, low-latency resilient

technology solutions makes us a

access to a common API for global

invaluable toolkit to identify successful

Stock Exchanges).

access and connectivity to all liquid

proprietary network, connects all

valued partner to our clients. Lastly,

markets, both real-time and historical

strategies.

and electronic markets and the

major financial data centers with

we are seeing clients generally

delivered over our network with

ability to get data from anywhere

access to major public cloud providers,

want a single global technology

performance underpinned by Corvil

Pico’s vision is to become a leading

integrating Corvil Analytics

to anywhere. With the exponential

enabling us to offer any financial

partner rather than various vendors

Analytics.

provider of technology, software,

telemetry into the Redline stack

growth in trading volumes and

market data anywhere to clients.

in multiple regions. This, as well as

data and analytics solutions to

which will provide clients with

the financial markets. Why do you

unparalleled performance and

data rates, there is a heightened

our ability to add more products and

How does Redline support FX trading?

We are also in the process of

focus on having a high capacity and

The combination of our global

services on top of our infrastructure is

think this acquisition marks a very

transparency to optimize the trade

resilient network for running robust

infrastructure and data services with

why so many clients choose to work

Redline has long been the market

important milestone in your growth

stack and assure market data

and timely consumption of data.

our analytics and machine intelligence

with us.

leader in ultra-low latency FX

strategy?

quality.
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NEWS STORY

Strategic partnerships drive
growth at Centroid Solutions
Centroid Solutions is a leading technology provider that combines real-time analytics, sophisticated
risk-management, and advanced connectivity to improve risk-adjusted performance and strengthen
sustainability for brokers. It has recently been implementing a number of new strategic partnerships,
releasing new features and functionalities and increasing its customer base. e-Forex spoke with the
firms CEO, Cristian Vlasceanu to learn more about these initiatives.

to work closely with our partners

FTT offers comprehensive financial

in the future and forge further

brokerage solutions, including a

partnerships as well.

powerful CRM and back-office

NEWS STORY

management system which allows
Towards the end of last year Centroid

brokers to have full control over

partnered with Sheer Markets.

their operations, while making use

Please tell us a little more about

of our Centroid Bridge Engine, to

this collaboration and what you are

manage their liquidity, order routing

aiming to achieve with it.

strategies and risk management, as
well as Centroid Hosting Solutions to

Cristian Vlasceanu

The Centroid Bridge Engine is a feature-packed connectivity solution

At Centroid we always strive to provide

host their trading servers. Therefore,

our customers with the best trading

the offerings of our two companies

landscape, all the features that we

for starting up a brokerage from a

on all metrics: customers, revenue,

environment, connectivity, and also to

really complement each other and

are constantly adding, based on our

technology perspective. For well-

products and features, our teams

enable them to expand their product

through our integrations customers

customers’ feedback and our own

established institutions such as multi-

and global reach, and partnerships.

offerings and revenue streams. Sheer

can benefit from a superior solution

insight, are made available across our

asset brokers, liquidity providers and

This gives us huge satisfaction and

Centroid has recently been

Markets is one of the first regulated

spanning across the core technology

entire customer base.

banks, we maintain a close interaction,

motivates us to challenge ourselves,

implementing a number of new

online brokers to provide a viable

requirements to run their brokerage

strategic partnerships, can you

streaming NDF CFD service.

operations.

Sheer Markets today offers streaming

It seems that you are able to cater to

Our partnerships initiative has been

prices in NDF CFDs alongside

a primary focus since a while now,

more than 1,400 CFD trading

both in terms of establishing new

instruments, including FX, EMFX,

partnerships and working with our

indices, commodities, cryptos, and

Our focus is to make our technology

partners. We are continuously aiming

stocks. Through this collaboration,

to provide additional value, better

brokers can access to a large NDF

serve and help our customers, and
I believe that by creating strong

using our customer’s feedback and

continue to work hard and do even

In order to be able to cater to a

requirements, together with our

better in the future.

wide range of institutions, with

expertise and market awareness, to

different requirements and being

continuously evolve our solutions and

So this year we are continuing from

a large variety of customers. Can you

at different stages in their business

deliver new features matching their

where we left off in 2021 and have

comment on your approach?

development, we maintain parallel

business needs. We find this essential

kicked off the year with the release of

initiatives to be able to focus on what

as it drives forward our products,

our new website, having a refreshed

is important to each customer. Our

through new integrations to support

new look and feel. It’s a simple

available to brokers of any size,

teams are highly experienced and

new multi-asset venues, including

design where we will showcase our

whether you are a startup broker,

are able to work together with our

stock exchanges and crypto exchanges,

products and services, our partners

liquidity pool, through Centroid’s

a multi-asset broker, with one or

customers, following a consulting

trading platforms and frontends.

and we also aim to add a lot of details

Bridge Engine, thereby creating new

multiple trading platforms, API

approach, understanding the setups

partnerships with other leading

investment avenues and offering

trading offerings, etc., our systems

and providing the needed solutions.

It is clearly an extremely busy period

the importance of technology from

companies everyone will stand to

brokers access to an enhanced

can accommodate. For example, our

For example, when dealing with

for Centroid. How are you coping and

a business perspective. In order to

benefit. Our expertise is in bridging,

product range for their clients.

Centroid Bridge Engine is a flexible

entities that are at the stage of

what are your plans to manage the

cope with the growing demand, we

and scalable solution, including

starting their operations, we focus

increasing demand?

have also recently established a new

comment about these initiatives?

risk management and trading

and knowledge aimed to explain

infrastructure, therefore, for all other

Another example of established

all the tools that can facilitate a

on sharing best practices, answering

requirements we aim to better assist

relationships is the partnership

startup broker to grow to become

their queries, assisting them to avoid

Last period has been extremely busy

will continue to develop, to better

our customers through partnerships

with Fair Trading Technology. What

an institutional large size broker.

common pitfalls. To this extent, we

but very rewarding as well for us as

serve our customers and will continue

and creating enhanced integrations

business synergies are you both

Additionally, in the context of our

have recently even held a webinar, to

we have achieved what we had set

to expand our global footprint, in

whenever possible. We will continue

hoping to exploit by this?

industry’s ever changing trading

share our knowledge on the essentials

out to do. It was a period of growth

existing and new locations.
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Introducing DXtrade: a new multi-asset
trading platform
SaaS
for
FX/CFD,
Crypto,
Options,
Futures
trading
platform
forStocks,
FX & CFD
brokers

A stand-out-from-the-crowd
platform with unique features
16 MARCH 2022
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Polls taken at the event suggested that there was still a way to go in terms of usage of algos

Notes from

TradeTech FX USA
By Saeed Amen, Founder of Cuemacro

Whilst, crypto is still relatively small as

need to be done from the perspective

co-founded a firm Turnleaf Analytics

a market, when viewed in market cap

of being a “crypto believer”.

alongside Alexander Denev, my fellow
co-author of the Book of Alternative

terms, it did take a more prominent

EMERGING MARKETS AND USD
OUTLOOK

Data, which is focusing on generating

than in previous years. One attraction
from a market making perspective

I participated in a panel on EM,

machine learning approached fused

is that the spreads are considerably

one consensus view was on Brazil

both with traditional and alternative

larger than FX. Another key point

appreciation. I also commented on

datasets (contact me, if you’d like to

mentioned, is that offering liquidity

Brazilian inflation forecasts produced

know more). Another panel discussed

and trading it, doesn’t necessarily

by Turnleaf Analytics. I have recently

the outlook on the USD, the view was

part of the discussions at TradeTech FX

this time was different, earlier this

few of my takeaways from the event.

month, I was excited about going

Below I summarise a few of the

somewhat mixed, suggesting EURUSD

on a long flight to the USA. After

discussion points at the event. Given

higher (and AUDUSD higher, albeit

all, it’s only been a few months since

some of the discussions were under

later), but at the same time, seeing

pandemic travel restrictions were

Chatham House rules, I won’t directly

USDCNH also higher. Note, that the

lifted to the USA. (And yes, for regular

quote the participants.

views were expressed before the

readers of my blog, I did have some
burgers during my visit!)

Saeed Amen

EM inflation forecasts, using a

Russian invasion of Ukraine, and as a

TRENDS SHAPING FX TRADING

result, there was a lot less discussion

Given the pandemic, it’s perhaps

about RUB.

I was travelling to the USA, to speak

not surprising the topic of hybrid

at the TradeTech FX USA conference,

working came up for trading desks.

THE USE OF DATA

which was being held in person for

Working from home tends to mean

The theme of data and AI came up

the first time since 2020, that brings

less screen real estate and also

on several panels. Data can be used

together the sell side, buy side and

generally fewer real life interactions

to solve problems. But first you need

vendors. It was the first time I was

with counterparties. In previous

to identify what you are trying to do.

Usually, I don’t particularly look

meeting many of my FX colleagues

years, crypto was somewhat niche

Is it for example, TCA, to compare

forward to long haul flights, being

in person since 2020. A lot of course

at the event. The use of analytics to

between your liquidity providers? You

cooped up in a seat for hours on end,

has happened since then and in this

trade, in particular TCA, including

also need to collect pricing data first

“enjoying” plane food etc. However,

article, I’m going to write about a

pre-trade came up in conversation.
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Notes from TradeTech FX USA
process was becoming a lot more
data driven, with data science teams
helping to crunch market data. It’s
now possible to get streaming prices
in large sizes such as 500mm USD,
which would have required manual
RFQs many years ago. There was also
a move to a transfer of execution risk
to the buy side, in terms of execution
using algos. The various polls taken at
the event, however, suggested that
there was still a way to go in terms of
usage of algos, in particular in areas
such as NDFs.

One key topic of discussion at this event revolved around how many liquidity providers to have

by your quants and also can be

network, when a linear regression can

The buy side today is faced with

shared with third parties. When you

do a specific job really isn’t necessary.

many choices, when it comes to

collect streaming pricing it’s “free”.

technologies. The panel discussed
the question of build vs. buy when

panels some historical datasets can

IMPACT OF INCREASED
ELECTRONIFICATION, MARKET
RELATIONSHIPS AND MULTI
ASSET

be very expensive. If there’s a popular

Over recent years one trend that

more closed, which made it difficult

contract on a certain exchange, the

has accelerated has been the

for technologies to communicate

price will be governed by that. Of

electronification of the FX market,

with one another. From many of the

course you can use vendors to help

in recent years, in a way which

vendors on the panel, they stressed

with analysis, to avoid having to

was unthinkable at the start of my

how they sought to make their

manage large datasets yourself, which

FX career nearly 15 years ago. The

platforms more open so they could

a full tech stack from one specific

Hence, having a large number of LPs

market obviously hasn’t been immune

can be challenging for smaller buy

number of spot traders on both sell

interoperate together, and so that

vendor and instead can mix and

can just end up increasing signalling

to that, as evidenced by increased

side, in particular, for example in TCA

side and also buy side desks has

match components. On my own side,

risk. Whilst markets are becoming

hybrid working. The increased

space, using a firm like Tradefeedr.

shrunk. More can be done with less

APIs became more open. It makes a

I suspect that open source offering

electronic, relationships are still

electronification of FX markets means

The cloud also makes it easier to scale

manual work and there’s a trend to

lot more sense, because ultimately,

will become more prevalent when

important. Of course, there isn’t always

that data is even more plentiful and

your own computation and storage.

multi asset trading desks. The whole

the buy side may not want to have

it comes to trading technologies,

going to be a full two way information

can be used to quantify market

From personal experience though, you

where offering support will become

share between buy side and sell side,

relationships through the use of

still need some level of management

a key way to monetise these offering.

given that some information will likely

techniques like TCA. However, at the

here with the cloud. Admittedly, the

Indeed, that’s one of the reasons I

be kept proprietary. There’s also the

same time, real life relationships with

process is different to managing a

open sourced tcapy, which to my

question of whether to trade bilaterally

LPs are still key, especially when times

real hardware stack, and depends

knowledge is the only open source

or on a more anonymous basis via an

when liquidity is hard to come by.

on whether you are accessing the

TCA Python library out there currently.

ECN. One theme which came up again

Of course there is a cost to storing it
and managing large amounts of tick
RECENT EVENT

COLLABORATION BETWEEN BUY
SIDE, SELL SIDE AND VENDORS

data. However, as noted in several

it came to technologies. One thing
that has been difficult in the past,
is that vendor systems tend to be

Crypto’s took a more prominent part of the discussions at TradeTech FX than in previous years

and again, is that relationships really

Saeed Amen is the founder of Cuemacro

an app hosted on the cloud, where

LIQUIDITY AND EXECUTION

matter not so much when times are

and co-founder of Turnleaf Analytics. Over

the job is somewhat easier. It was

The buy side has many decisions to

good and liquidity is fine, but during

the past fifteen years, he has developed

also noted that in some cases, you

make when it comes to liquidity. One

crunch times. It was also noted how

systematic trading strategies at major

simply do not have enough data to

key question is how many liquidity

data can also inform how “good” a

investment banks including Lehman Brothers

use some data analysis techniques (for

providers to have. On the surface of

trading relationship is.

and Nomura. He is also the author of Trading

example deep learning). One thing I

it, you might think more is better!

always say to my students, is always

However, the panel noted there was

CONCLUSION

teach us about trading today (Palgrave

try to use the simplest model possible,

a limit. If you have many liquidity

A lot has changed in recent years

Macmillan) and is the coauthor of The Book

which can capture the key parts of

providers, in practice, it is likely that

during the pandemic, which has

of Alternative Data (Wiley). All photos by

many will simply be recycling liquidity.

affected many parts of society. The FX

Richard Hadley.

cloud directly or simply logging into

a relationships. Using a deep neural
20 MARCH 2022
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Achieving the perfect fit:

Matching FX algo
intelligence
with trading
intentions

When the Global Foreign Exchange

a loss compared to the risk transfer

Committee (GFXC) was in the process of

price, Guevel says. He adds: “There are

updating the FX Global Code, it made

often misunderstandings about algo

a number of very interesting changes

performance and what the analytics

around the guidance for algorithmic

really show. It all comes down to

execution, says Patrick Guevel, Head of

this central question of whether algo

FX Algo Execution at Societe Generale.

execution is a good choice for the

“One of these was the observation that

customer or not. The best way to show

customers did not have time to compile

this is with standardised numbers from

analytics and were relying on the banks or

post-trade analysis which can help

third party suppliers to construct them,”

to demonstrate what their expected

he adds. “But they were also said to need

outcome should be.”

more education or clarification from the
algo providers and analytics vendors in

As with many things in the FX

order to help them better understand

marketplace, another important way to

what the analytics actually meant.” One

help the buyside is for FX algo providers

of the solutions suggested by the updated

to start being more transparent about

version of the Code was for providers to

how their algos work, adds James

improve their TCA reports and to publish

Singleton, Chairman and CEO at

metrics in a more standardised format

Curex Group. He argues that many

for customers to make the right decisions

algo providers instead seem to prefer

around their algo use.

to use nomenclature that avoids
getting into too much detail about

Many third party vendors already

the actual intelligence employed by

produce detailed analytics reports to

their algos. “Industry terms such as

help banks and algo users evaluate their

passive/aggressive; fast/moderate do

algo executions. However, according

not really tell the customer much in the

to Guevel the level of detail provided

way of useful information,” Singleton

might be too obscure for most users to

says. To really help the buyside better

really understand unless they are dealing

understand algo functionality, he argues

with those issues on a daily basis. “For

that it would instead be more useful to

instance, it is very useful for us as an

supply them with the answers to a few

algo provider to look closely at some of

key questions.

the data provided to help us measure

Nicola Tavendale
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The use of FX algos was already on the increase, but market
conditions in the past two years have noticeably accelerated the
trend and the rise looks set to continue unabated. For example,
when asked what percentage of their FX trading is or will be done
using algorithmic orders, traders predicted an additional 19% of
their FX trading will be done via FX algos over the next two years,
according to the findings of JP Morgan’s 2022 FICC e-Trading
Survey. But how can users ensure that using an algo execution is
really the most effective way meet their execution goals and what
more can algo providers do to help with that challenge? Nicola
Tavendale investigates.

how effective an algo has been at

“The first important thing to learn is

grabbing liquidity. Yet I wonder what

the algo’s selection criteria for choosing

some customers, who might perform

different liquidity pools, since we know

an algo execution perhaps only once a

it is not simply best price available at

week at most, can really do with these

the time of each algo child order. Our

numbers, especially if the goal they

client order surveillance has confirmed

want to achieve is not really clear in their

that unsettling reality,” Singleton

mind. So when we speak to customers

explains. He adds that buyside clients

about how they should measure the

should also be asking their provider

performance of an algo, we need to

how venue brokerage impacts pool

provide very clear answers.”

selection by the algo’s smart order
router, in addition to learning how the

UNDERSTANDING AND INSIGHTS

algo interacts with mid-pools and the

Clients will naturally be happy if they

provider’s own internalisation interest.

see that the algo has performed at the

“Is the client’s desire to execute the

risk transfer price or the mid arrival

trade efficiently being slowed down by

price, but then be unhappy the next

the provider’s interest to execute the

time they use the same algo if they see

trade in a preferred liquidity pool? We
MARCH 2022
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Achieving the perfect fit: Matching FX algo intelligence with trading intentions
Image by Shutterstock

best times to run an algo based on the
historical data, it is not a question that
is typically being asked by the client
base. “Understanding that the expected
cost of execution can be different at
different times of the day is important
to our side in terms of the positioning
of the algo execution as a product, but
for clients this is a less of a consideration
- but it should be in terms of achieving
best execution,” Guevel adds. “We

TRADING OPERATIONS

An important benefit of FX algos is that they can help reduce the cost of execution

are trying our best to understand how
to help customers ask these important

have observed order placement issues

expected from the algo, as well as live

questions about the algo, as many

that negatively impact trade outcomes

TCA so they can see what is happening

would benefit from having a better

for our buy side clients,” says Singleton.

as the algo is running. Customers

understanding of what the algo does

“The buy side should ask for a clear

should be provided with some insight

and what the real benefits are from

explanation of why algos choose to

during the execution of how the algo

using them.”

place orders outside executable, top

is performing against the risk transfer

of book prices to understand if that

price, he explains, as well as when the

He continues: “Our offering has three

‘intelligence’ is actually benefiting their

algo execution will finish.

algos and from day one, we decided

trade intentions.”

that it was complex enough and it
With some algos, like SocGen’s

didn’t make sense to have eight algos

INCREASING TRANSPARENCY

aggressive algo strategy Falcon, it may

with funky names. We prefer to have

In addition, Singleton argues that

be difficult to show an end time to a

a limited number of algos that have a

buyside customers need access to

customer, he says. But according to

bespoke purpose.” For many customers,

dynamic, live pre- and post-trade data

Guevel, if you look at the bank’s passive

the key question should be whether

that they can interact with, but warns

algorithm, which can span across

using an algo is the right choice for that

that is not something which is widely

10/15/45 minutes or an hour, then

particular execution, which again comes

available in the market at present. He

the customer can see in the middle of

back to having the right numbers,

says the type of information that would

the execution if they are doing well

metrics and understanding of what is

be helpful might include a breakdown

against the risk transfer price so far, but

going on, says Guevel. “Sophisticated

of passive versus aggressive fills, order

they might, for example, still have 40

customers will usually have their own

placement versus available top of book

minutes to wait until their execution is

desk, third-party TCA providers and will

pricing and rejection rates per liquidity

going to complete, which is important

have a good understanding of what’s

pool with an explanation of what each

to know. “At this stage, that customer

going on and how they should behave

algo provider deems to be an acceptable

has more elements of information to

in the markets. But the majority of algo

rejection criteria. “Our Cipher platform

decide whether they want to accelerate,

users in general are just putting their

now provides a lot of this information

to switch the strategy type or just

finger in the air and trying to decide

because its analytics are streaming,

leave it as it is. Being able to see this

whether using an algo is a good or

measure existing volatility and RSI,

information helps the customer to better

bad decision. This was reflected in the

include an algo cost estimator versus

understand the value of using an algo

GFXC’s discussions about FX algo use,”

risk transfer price and link post-trade

instead of a risk transfer,” he adds.

he adds. According to Guevel, there are

performance to pre-trade conditions

FX algo intelligence, data or metrics

Singleton adds. Guevel agrees that
“opening the blackbox” is important,

Another important benefit of FX algos

not just the monetary impact of a loss.

with providers needing to offer more

is that they can help reduce the cost

Clients also risk wasting their time

transparency about how the algorithm is

of execution, Guevel notes. However,

because the execution is taking longer

working. In particular, he highlights the

he says that while banks have done a

than expected, or they risk the cost of

need for customers to have access to

lot of work around building models

execution being larger than anticipated,

pre-trade analytics to know what can be

and tools to help identify what the

he adds.
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a number or risks faced by clients if their

TRADING INTENTIONS AND ALGO
USE

to deliver actual performance metrics,”

At your side
worldwide.

do not match their trading intentions,

esupport@commerzbank.com

The bank at your side
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Achieving the perfect fit: Matching FX algo intelligence with trading intentions
“This is why the bank provides pre-trade
analytic tools that describe the expected
individual costs of the algo, the potential
impact in the market and the associated
costs with these on the final price,”

STEPS AHEAD

“The buy side should ask for a clear explanation of why
algos choose to place orders outside executable, top of
book prices to understand if that ‘intelligence’ is actually
benefiting their trade intentions.”

TRADING OPERATIONS

Guevel says. “We provide live TCA that
shows similar metrics to the post-trade

allows customers to see the orders as

TCA, but in an interim form, to help

they are executed in the market, at

customers understand what is going

which levels, they can see them being

on and decide whether they want to

filled live and they can even decide to

accelerate, decelerate, change their price

switch strategy mid-flight, Guevel adds.

etc. They can interact with the functions

“But this is not something that we can

to pilot the order during the execution.

leave to the machine to decide, it needs

Then, at the end of the execution, they

to have the human being behind the

are also provided with a detailed TCA

order still in control,” he says. “At some

report which describe what the algo’s

stage the customer will need to provide

performance against the mid/arrival/risk

their input about how their order will

transfer price was so they can accurately

be executed by the algo. We cannot

assess the general cost of execution for

decide for the customer but we will

they need to adapt to changing market

the order.”

provide them with as much information

conditions constantly,” he says. “Buyside

as possible to decide which algo strategy

institutions in particular need access to

PROVIDING THE PROPER TOOLS

to opt for and whether they want to

good data and independently derived

Different customers will ultimately have

change that execution style during the

analytics.” According to Singleton, pre-

different trading intentions, Guevel

running of the algorithm.”

trade analytics should provide accurate

explains, which is why providers will

BOOST FX
PRODUCTIVITY,
IMPROVE EVERY
FX KPI

James Singleton

+20%

+10%

+15%

See More Business

Print More Business

Retain More Profit

conditions to help customers choose

typically offer more than one algo

In addition, it is important for buyside

the right trading option – algo or risk

strategy. The customer may want to go

institutions to understand that the

transfer, for example. In turn, post-trade

fast, or to be passive, or to pace their

pursuit of best execution, which is at

analysis has to reflect the outcome of

execution and the algos can cater to

the heart of MiFID II, can be assisted

the trading decision against the reality

those different requirements, he adds.

by the use of pre- and post-trade

of the pre-trade market conditions,

“The best way to maximise the power

TCA, explains Singleton. “Pilots use

he explains. “If traders cannot access

of what is offered to the customer is to

instrumentation to help them fly at

this type of information, then they are

offer full transparency and full control,”

night and in rough weather. Traders

paying their TCA providers for nothing,”

he says. SocGen’s live TCA offering is

should use analytics to help them

he warns.

a good example of this, he says, as it

execute their FX trades effectively since
Singleton adds that if the trader does

TAKE ADVANTAGE WITH REAL TIME FX ANALYTICS
Personalised and actionable alerts for each client you cover
Generate hyper-personalised reports
The ability to monitor activity across all venues, electronic and voice,
cash and derivatives
Ability to see unusual or outlier activity

not understand the FX algo intelligence
being employed, then there is certainly
a possibility that it does not match
their trading intention. In that case, the
trader may be unknowingly accepting
market risk and greater execution price
slippage as a result of slower or delayed
execution. “At the simplest level, they
risk deviating from their execution
mandate and exposing their firm or

INSTRUMENTS COVERED
Cash

Derivatives

Type: Spot, Forwards, NDFs, Swaps

Type: Options (upcoming release)

Currency: G10, EM (CEEMEA,
LATAM, APAC)

Currency: G10, EM (CEEMEA,
LATAM, APAC)

Precious Metals

Precious Metals

their underlying investors to unintended
execution risk,” he adds. “Taking on

Pre-trade analytics can provide accurate conditions to help customers choose the right trading
option algo or risk transfer
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that unintended risk could lead to

GET IN TOUCH TO BOOK A DEMO

negative performance. The vast majority

OR FIND OUT MORE

of buy side traders are mandated to

info@mosaicsmartdata.com

save spread, not to earn spread.”
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Electronic FX
in the Nordics:
Client demands, technological
sophistication, and market
evolution

As electronification sweeps through global FX markets, how have the Nordics reacted? Vivek Shankar
investigates sell-side and technological service providers’ responses to market changes in Scandinavia.
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The Nordic FX markets have long

haven’t been unique to the region.

been pillars of European finance.

“The same factors are relevant in

The Danish Krone, Swedish Krona,

the Nordics as in any other region:

and Norwegian Krone are amongst

automation of processes to remove

the most actively traded currencies,

manual errors, aggregation of liquidity

ranking ahead of other exotics such

sources, smarter integration of FX to

as the Mexican Peso and the Russian

other in-house or third-party systems,

Ruble.

compliance with regulation, search for
transparency and efficiency,” she says.

Vivek Shankar

Electronification has been a mainstay

Matti Honkanen, Director, Head of

in these markets for a long while.

Next Gen FX at Nordea, points out

Carolina Trujillo, Head of e-FX

that the evolution of electronification

Distribution at SEB, points out that

is only accelerating. “The COVID

the factors driving electronification

pandemic outlined the importance of
MARCH 2022
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“Mifid II has fundamentally changed the way the e-FX
trading world operates. Best Execution, TCA, Pre TCA, cost
of execution, algo trading, leakage of information are all
concepts that have taken even more importance since its
implementation.”

business principles fit very well with
our long-standing focus on ESG,” she
says. “We share this with large parts
of the Nordic financial community,
including many asset managers. We
also find that it has created a very
healthy debate around principles of

Digitalizing workflows has become

last-look and other topics.”

REGIONAL e-FX PERSPECTIVE

the norm in a market where banks

Olivier Werenne

are starting to realize their changing

Aside from the demand for execution

roles. For instance, smoothing the

TCA, Trujillo points out that the

entire FX trade workflow has become

buy-side is increasingly interested in

a top priority, as opposed to focusing

deriving insight into other factors,

solely on trade execution. Olivier

such as the market impact their LPs

Werenne, FX Sales Manager at

have. This observation resonates with

leading regional technology provider

Jerome Cardon. “Access to data is

Itiviti, a Broadridge Business, point

now becoming critical to the quality of

to the pandemic as a catalyst for

execution and the overall relationship

increased technological adoption.

between takers and makers,” he says.

A global bank with Scandinavian expertise.

“The pandemic has accelerated the
adoption of technology and data

Meanwhile Nordea’s Honkanen points

management,” he says. “The taker/

to a broader change in expectations

risk and liquidity management, and

maker relationship is now based even

that firms have of electronification.

also the importance of the partners

more on a quantitative and data-

“Previously, electronic FX trading has

you can rely upon on a rainy day,”

driven approach.”

meant that the customers do all the

he says. “The crisis has only worked

number crunching on their own, more

as a catalyst by accelerating the

“How data can be accessed, how it

or less manually, until they log on to

evolution that was already taking

can be used efficiently, and how much

a digital trading platform where they

place. The services that provide

it costs are hot topics,” explains his

manually type what they want to

a smooth and accurate way of

colleague Jerome Cardon who is FX

trade, and after which they manually

managing your FX risk and liquidity

Product Manager at Itiviti. “Having

book the trades for accounting,”

have become ever more important.”

a systematic and automated trading

he says. “However, now we are

workflow will certainly help accelerate

witnessing a large shift to a model

this trend.”

where the digital solutions take care

So what factors are influencing client

Exotic to some.
Home market to us.

demands for electronification, and

of an increasing share of the manual

how are banks and technological

Itiviti has been very active in

service providers positioning

promoting transparency and reducing

themselves to address these needs?

the degree of manual processes

Clients are comfortable defining

in trade workflows. “Alongside

rules and letting software handle

SOPHISTICATED MARKET
NEEDS

Broadridge’s full suite of post-trade

the operational flow. For instance,

and settlement services, we offer

software these days informs the trades

Nordic clients have long proved

ways of improving efficiency in

end-users take and automatically

themselves tech-savvy, thanks to

the FX workflow, reducing manual

routes their results to platforms.

the proliferation of technological

intervention,” explains Cardon.

Thanks to APIs (specifically the rise

solutions in their daily lives. In turn,

He notes that Itiviti closely follows

of REST API availability,) systems

this drives high expectations in the

regulatory developments and adapts

seamlessly integrate and eliminate

FX world. As Honkanen says, “Our

its solutions proactively.

repetitive manual tasks.

digital services as private persons.

SEB’s Trujillo also points to the GFXC’s

Trujillo says that SEB’s clients aren’t

This means they also have high

recent changes to its Global Code as a

exactly shy about voicing their needs.

expectations when they wear the

sign of shifting client demands. “The

“Having a close dialogue and constant

corporate hat in their daily job.”

Code’s focus on ethics and sound

feedback with our most sophisticated

tasks of this process.”

clients typically use many advanced
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“Access to data is now becoming critical to the quality of
execution and the overall relationship between takers and
makers,”

“We provide customers with prices
via a few different APIs which they
can then naturally feed wherever they
want, be it pricing engine of their
webshop, order management systems,

FLEXIBLE AND POWERFUL
ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS

pricing tool of their sales department

As customer needs become ever more

provide solutions that can understand

diverse, banks are discovering that the

customers’ ERP data, combine it with

days of bulky universal apps are on the

customer’s hedging strategy and

way out. The different roles FX plays

open trades and tell what this trades

for each customer is also informing

policy would require from them.” He

product development choices. “For

explains that customers can connect

some customers, FX is a central part

to Nordea’s platforms via custom APIs,

of risk management, for others, it is

should they wish to leverage their

just a by-product of payments, for still

custom logic.

or something else,” he says. “Also, we

Automate.
Analyse.
Strategise.

others something else,” says Nordea’s

REGIONAL e-FX PERSPECTIVE

Jerome Cardon

Honkanen. “That’s why banks need to

Meanwhile SEB’s Trujillo is quick

develop a portfolio of e-FX solutions

to point out that an execution-only

clients is what has enabled us to

with fully-fledged trading platforms

focus does not work to satisfy client

progress and to ask ourselves the right

on the one hand and smaller micro

demands anymore. She believes that

questions,” she explains. “They have

services with easy integrability on the

the sell-side’s technological strength,

been key in voicing their priorities

other.”

connectivity, and large proprietary

so that working closely with them,

When you want to convert time to growth.
Nordea AutoFX solutions let you concentrate on what you do best.

datasets are great tools to leverage

we confirm where our focus and

While institutional markets have

when designing new products. “The

development should be.”

been slower to adopt digitalization

larger question becomes how to wrap

compared to their retail counterparts,

this up into services that truly add

Nordic institutions are also coping

product advances continue to come

value in other parts of the clients’

with the challenges that regulations

thick and fast. “We are in general

process flow – be that a corporate

have placed on them. For instance,

moving towards real-time payments

treasurer in a large industrial company

the arrival of MiFID II highlighted

and looking further ahead, cross-

struggling with their forecasting, or a

the technological gaps in many

border real-time including FX,’

financial institution making hedging

firms’ electronic FX workflows.

says Trujillo. “We are paying close

decisions,” she says.

Itiviti’s Werenne says, “Mifid II has

attention to that area of growth and

fundamentally changed the way the

are in many discussions with clients

To this end, SEB offers a seamless API

e-FX trading world operates. Best

and third parties on these topics.”

offering across product areas, along

Execution, TCA, Pre TCA, cost of

with analytical tools. In addition, SEB

execution, algo trading, leakage of

Honkanen points out that the average

also adds value by positioning itself

information are all concepts that have

bank’s product catalog has also

as an automation partner, advising

taken even more importance since its

changed. APIs have become a pillar

clients on planned infrastructure, and

implementation.”

of the new institutional ecosystem,

creating efficient workflows.

AutoFX Liquidity
Management
Automate your FX liquidity management
to free up valuable time and resources.

AutoFX Hedging

AutoFX APIs

Automate your FX hedging
based on your own hedging
rules without losing control.

Connect your systems
to Nordea´s FX APIs to trade
and manage risks in real time.

and every platform comes equipped
As a result, the push to electronify

with standard API libraries. “On the

No discussion of electronic solutions

large portions of the FX workflow has

other hand, if you offer no unique

in FX is complete without casting an

increased. Itiviti’s Cardon notes that

value behind the APIs, you will be

eye on the increasing use of algos in

many firms have initiated projects

equally doomed,” Honkanen explains.

execution. SEB has been leveraging

to fill gaps in workflows. There are

“That’s why we develop smart services

its unparalleled reach in the Scandies

other efforts underway as well.

coupled with APIs – to provide state-

to present a unique value proposition

“Widening product suites, as well

of-the-art embedded FX services

in its algo services. “The key value

as developing and implementing

wherever the customers want them.”

proposition of our algos is access to

execution capabilities such as pegs are

He highlights the value Nordea’s

our internal pool of liquidity, and the

underway,” he says.

technical offerings add to their clients.

ability to cross-match with other client
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We are the Nordic front-runner in automated FX solutions.
Read more about our AutoFX solutions; visit nordea.fi/autofx-suite
Please note that the availability of the various FX solutions may vary by country.
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Taken by SEB photographer Joel Sherwood

“The key value proposition
of our algos is access to our
internal pool of liquidity, and
the ability to cross-match
with other client flow ranging
across global institutions and
Nordic retail,”

REGIONAL e-FX PERSPECTIVE

Carolina Trujillo

flow ranging across global institutions

technology providers have been

models and strategies,” he says,

and Nordic retail,” Trujillo says. “SEB

pushed as a catalyst for increasing

“while the service provider uses its

C

has recently launched a liquidity

the degree of electronification in

software development capabilities

M

seeking algo called DynamicX to use

the Scandinavian markets. Itiviti’s

to create service improvements that,

Y

this internal liquidity to an even higher

Werenne acknowledges that these

through client mutualization, generate

CM

extent and further enhance our clients’

solutions require deep introspection

large benefits.”

MY

experience.”

and aren’t simple choices. However,

CY

the benefits outweigh the risks. “The

He points to Itiviti’s offerings as an

MANAGED SOLUTIONS

client focuses on its core competency

example of a managed solution

Managed solutions offered by leading

- their research trading and pricing

creating efficient workflows. “Our

CMY

K

Image by Shutterstock

Machine Learning is starting to make its presence felt in Nordic FX
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“We provide solutions that can understand customers’ ERP
data, combine it with customer’s hedging strategy and open
trades and tell what this trades policy would require from
them.”

for one, believes digitalization has
further peaks to scale.
“Even though we have gone
quite some distance in the path of
digitalisation, we are not running out

Given the nascent nature of these

of problems to be solved,” he says. “I

next-generation technologies, many

expect increasingly tailored solutions

solutions are still unsuited for high

to cater to diverse customer needs. For

volume institutional use. “ In nine out

example, a treasurer is going to have

of ten new digital solutions, these

to increasingly work like an engineer

new technologies play no major

in the control rooms of big factories

role,” says Nordea’s Honkanen. “As

– focusing on defining the right

Ray Stata said in one of my favourite

strategies and settings and making

quotes: “The limits to innovation

sure everything works as it should.”

have nothing to do with creativity,

REGIONAL e-FX PERSPECTIVE

Matti Honkanen

and nothing to do with technology.

Technology service providers such as

They have everything to do with

Itiviti are often at the front of such

management capability.”

changes. Werenne acknowledges the
potential risks of being a first-mover

clients can leverage the mutualization

Does this mean he sees no use cases

but believes culture and a client-

of the cost of infrastructure that

for them currently? “We do utilise

centric focus will help weather any

we maintain,” he explains. “And

machine learning and AI in finding

storms.

this is where we are good at with

new customers and in analysing

our Professional Services team, our

existing customers’ behaviour and

“Critical to transforming a first-mover

NYFIX order routing network, and

needs,” he counters. “Blockchain,

advantage into a winning argument is

Broadridge’s client support.”

in turn, is likely to play a central role

the internal culture,” he says. “Lessons

in making FX trading more instant

learned at the leading-edge will be

BLOCKCHAIN, AI, AND NEXTGEN TECHNOLOGY

and 24/7. Going forward, these

transformed internally into value-

technologies are going to have an

differentiation. It is crucial to have a

Technology always evolves, and

increasingly crucial role.”

stable, well-established development

the institutional FX market in the

process, product management,

Nordics is feeling its impact. High

The future-centric view of these new

customer support, and to innovate

customer expectations and technical

technologies has prompted SEB, along

where it makes a difference: in

UX familiarity have prompted banks

with several Nordic banks, to initiate

customer value propositions.”

to wholeheartedly embrace new

research-oriented projects into CBDCs,

technology. “We are now really

advanced mathematics, and machine

SEB’s Trujillo is a firm believer in

starting to use Machine Learning

learning. “One such project is a joint

the region’s ability to innovate and

in our day to day activities, and its

research case between SEB and KTH

evolve. “In the Nordics, banks are

applications continue to increase in

supported by the Wallenberg AI,

well-capitalized, partly driven by

parallel with the increase in data,”

Autonomous Systems and Software

high capital requirements from local

says SEB’s Trujillo. “Currently, we’ve

Program (WASP,)” says Trujillo. “The

regulation,” she says. “There tends to

started to use ML to predict client flow

project aims at improving trade

be a strong focus on cost efficiency

volumes and to identify potentially

execution in FX using reinforcement

and continuous investments in

toxic flow.” Itiviti’s Cardon echoes this

learning.”

digitalization.

Machine-Learning in multiple points

EXCITING TIMES AHEAD

We strongly believe in the region’s

of optimization of the workflow,

The Nordic markets have always

continued competitiveness, and with

identifying patterns and using

played a critical role in European

that should come many opportunities

predictions, effectively using data to

finance. As technology improves, firms

for outside investors, just as well as

make the platform smarter.”

and service providers are evolving to

for new initiatives sprung out of the

keep pace with the times. Honkanen,

Nordics in itself,” she concludes.

view and says, “We are introducing
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A far more efficient way to trade

THE E-FOREX INTERVIEW

Talking with the
team behind
360TGTX
MidMatch

The MidMatch platform is a fully automated FX swaps limit
order book with a midrate matching capability targeted at
the interbank trading community. e-Forex spoke with Gavin
Wells, Head of Swaps Strategy, Robin Nicholas, Head of Swaps
Product and Simon Jones, Chief Growth Officer at the firm
to discover more about this innovative platform and in what
ways it represents a natural progression in the continuing
trend towards automation within the FX swaps market.

Gavin Wells, Robin Nicholas, and Simon Jones
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A far more efficient way to trade - Talking with the team behind 360TGTX MidMatch
What major issues have been

despite limited technology investment

What key features and functionality

influencing and shaping the recent

into the swaps market over the last

does the platform offer and why is it

growth of the FX swaps market?

twenty years, and believed it was

so unique?

time to address this.
GW: FX swap volumes have been

GW: MidMatch is the first swaps

steadily growing, both outright and

Please can you tell us more about

platform to blend GUI and API traders

as a percentage of the FX market. In

MidMatch and what it’s designed to

in one pool, where bids and offers

the last BIS survey issued in November

do?

can be placed at or around a reliable

THE E-FOREX INTERVIEW

of 2019 their share of FX had grown

indicative rate. To enable this, it is

from 42% to 49% and accounted

GW: MidMatch was designed to

also the first platform to offer a truly

for just over $3,200,000,000,000

bring technical innovation to the

automated credit solution, bringing

per day. Long considered a hedging

trading and credit processes of the

much needed credit efficiencies at

instrument used to roll positions and

FX swaps market. MidMatch creates

a time when credit and its related

spot risk, a little research shows that

a marketplace with the potential to

capital are a focus for most.

new market participants are using FX

exchange risk interest in a grey book,

swaps to meet their funding needs,

at a mid-derived from our award-

To do this, MidMatch displays a

and some have cited this increased

winning Swaps Data Feed (SDF).

streaming indicative mid-rate for all

liquidity as mitigating the need for

This is coupled with an orderbook

currency pairs, in all major tenors,

central bank swap lines. Looking

of visible bids and offers available

where traders can place their interest

at the latest central bank biannual

to traders through our new GUI,

at that rate in a grey pool – we felt

volume data, collected in October

and via an API that can facilitate

it important to protect a trader’s

of 2021 and released last January, it

auto-hedgers, aggregators and even

interest and thus show only that

form of electronic risk management

through collaboration with the

exchange at a time when auto-risk

seems that this growth will continue,

algorithmic execution, as required.

there is interest, not which side, nor

but without the connectivity to

biggest market makers we brought

management brought increased

and it suggests that the next BIS

The addition of an automated credit

in what amount.

seamlessly execute an automated

the Swaps Data Feed to market

market access demands for hedging.

survey at the end of this year could

model supports the auto-hedging

hedge. We also saw that the tools

which is now the only truly reliable

Couple this with the need for banks

have swaps as more than 50% of

and is now becoming an essential

Visible resting orders can then be

and processes used by traders in

product of its kind. Off the strength

to better distribute credit and you

the market, and close to $3.5 trillion

component for those looking to use

placed around these mid interests

other products and asset classes are

of that feed it was a logical step

arrive at a very opportune time for

a day. We see all this happening

algorithmic execution in swaps.

where traders can see the full

not being made available to FX Swaps

to develop an orderbook for risk

change.

depth of book. Orders can be made

traders. Plus, we understood the need

sensitive to movements in spot, prices

for a regulated venue.

MidMatch was designed to bring technical innovation to the trading and credit processes of the FX swaps market

adjusted accordingly.
MidMatch is part of our MTF, and the
The notion of soft matching for credit,

associated transparency that brings.

with its implicit risk and delays, is gone

With this in mind, we designed a

as we offer several automated credit

GUI to empower today’s traders and

solutions that safely enable trade

an API which will facilitate auto-

confirmation in fractions of a second.

hedging, enable market makers to

Finally, as might be expected, we

submit their curves and change them

enable STP of confirmations through

as conditions vary, as well as giving

our own and all relevant market

providers the building blocks for

platforms. All of this comes in a highly

the growing interest in algorithmic

flexible and intuitive HTML based

execution.

platform, designed with feedback
from a host of active traders today.

Why has MidMatch arrived at such
an opportune time for the FX swaps

Who did you primarily have in

market?

mind when the platform was being
designed and who are you targeting

GW: The trend for more than a

with it?

decade has been towards more
transparency – of trade, of reporting,

360T’s Swaps Data Feed (SDF) allows members to submit interest to buy or sell in a grey mid- book, delivering
real-time data across the curve from ON out to 2 years in over 25 currency pairs.
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GW: We recognised that increasingly

of execution. Four years ago this

Market Makers are operating some

was most needed in price data and

MidMatch solves the challenge of managing credit lines of FX swaps by operating bilateral automated credit
models that remove the manual credit check
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and execution types. A platform
mingling API and GUI interest, with
real time credit brings FX Swaps
into the algo space, creating better
execution opportunities for many. I
do not doubt we will identify further
opportunities, and MidMatch is very
well placed to provide these.
The indicative mid is provided by
the award winning 360T Swap Data
Feed (SDF). Please tell us more about
the composition of that and what it
involves.

THE E-FOREX INTERVIEW

We felt passionately that it was essential for the credit process to be automated

RN: That’s right, our mid is

How do you see the FX swap market

market bring new requirements and

derived from our Swap Data Feed,

evolving further over the next few

new ideas, cross fertilising from the

importantly it is independent from

years and how will platforms like

markets from which they came, for

the order book in its composition. We

MidMatch help to play a role in this

example:

have built up a pool of independent
data reflecting the real market,

and create new opportunities for
firms trading and leveraging these

The breath of our API, covering

it is composed of raw prices, i.e.,

instruments?

trading, credit, data and STP, makes

prior to any sales skew or client

MidMatch ideally suited to work

margining, from over 20 contributing

GW: I’ve mentioned the lack of

with and enable the new middleware

banks, including Tier 1 and super-

technology investment in swaps –

platforms coming to market to drive

regional specialists. The streams are

and that is really what we see as the

credit and thus capital efficiencies.

anonymised, filtered and aggregated

enabler for the new opportunities

Our automated credit processes

allowing us to publish a constantly

being created. New entrants to a

enable ever more nuanced order

streaming indicative mid-price where
participants can leave their interest to

To support the continued growth of the FX swap market, 360T offers MidMatch to blend GUI and API traders in
one pool, where bids and offers can be placed at or around a reliable indicative rate
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We recognised that increasingly Market Makers are operating some form of electronic risk management but without the connectivity to seamlessly execute an automated hedge

trade at the prevailing mid-rate once

the automated credit check is passed,

The management of credit limits

platform? Members can connect via

offsetting interest is available.

then a trade is executed.

has been a major challenge in the

the MidMatch API and leverage the

automation of FX swaps. In what

Credit Check component, allowing

How does the limit order book

Through the GUI traders can observe

ways does MidMatch with its bi-

potential trades to be instantly credit

actually work?

the market in real time, including a

lateral automated credit model assist

checked on a client’s own proprietary

visible depth of book and liquidity in

your clients to overcome this hurdle

credit engine. Alternatively, 360T

RN: MidMatch is an MTF marketplace

the grey mid-book. Any members

and help to deliver more credit and

provides a sophisticated risk

that combines a traditional order

who connect via the MidMatch

processing efficiencies?

management tool where members

book, offering firm liquidity for

API can choose to receive this

instant execution, with a grey pool

information electronically. We have

RN: The transacting of FX swaps

on a selection of recognised risk

for risk exchange using the mid

also seen some clients integrating

has long relied upon the manual

exposure calculation methodologies.

of our award-winning Swap Data

MidMatch into their own internal

checking of available credit limits by

Feed. Orders across the platform are

aggregators as a single point of

both parties at the point of trade.

What clear and quantifiable

executed on a first in, first out basis.

liquidity for their traders. MidMatch

Not only is this an inefficient process

economic benefits for traditional

benefits from the rich data available

that can delay the execution of the

participants does MidMatch also

The interest posted at the SDF

from the Swap Data Feed and offers

trade, but it can also add operational

offer in this marketplace?

mid-rate is communicated to all

80 tenors, including standard dates,

risk as individuals are required to look

participants; however, the size

forward forwards such as the month

at support systems and interpret this

RN: There are three main themes

and direction of the interest is not

end, quarterly, and IMM rolls, and

information. We felt passionately

to the economic argument for

revealed. When two off-setting

start-of and month-end dates in

that it was essential for the credit

MidMatch. Firstly, providing the

interests match, provided the

G10, and other actively traded local

process to be automated, how else

opportunity to de-risk at a mid-

participants have a relationship and

currencies.

could a trading API interact on the

price has been favoured by FX swap

can build rules and set limits based
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addition there is a Market Data feed
of executable and non-executable
pricing, important when you consider
the sheer number of combinations of
currency pairs and tenors available.
We also complete the suite with
an STP connection. Members can
connect to any combination of the
four components providing flexibility
for technology planning.
Having created improved workflows
for FX swap execution, it was equally
important to build in essential
controls. For traders, alongside
notional and price-collar controls,
participants can add limits to
orders providing protection from

THE E-FOREX INTERVIEW

We have tried to think not only about the execution itself but also about the associated workflows

adverse movements at mid; the

traders for a long time but has

out the processes associated with

adjustment of swaps pricing based

only been available through voice

manual credit checking efficiencies

on spot movement; and the ability

brokers; MidMatch provides this

can be realised.

to define minimum clip sizes. And

visible, clear economic benefit not

for compliance, we have developed

The breath of our API, covering trading, credit, data and STP, makes MidMatch ideally suited to work with and enable the new middleware platforms coming to market

previously available via a platform.

How would you summarise other key

advanced kill switch functionality and

opportunity to automate some very

offer one sided pricing to certain

between pricing and hedging will

The automation of FX swaps via

trading workflow benefits that the

detailed market surveillance reporting

manual parts of their job. For Business

counterparties. Banks know that

become a lot tighter and Traders will

the trading component within

platform can provide?

is available electronically.

and Risk leaders, the reduction

there are occasions where they are

be in greater control of their risk as a

of operational inefficiencies, the

open to trade but only on a de-risking

result.

our API has also excited traders.
Electronification of the short dates

RN: We have tried to think not only

How can your clients access

increased transparency of the

basis with certain counterparties –

enables people to focus on more

about the execution itself but also

MidMatch?

process from an internal audit and

normal practice in Swaps, largely

360T now offers an almost unrivalled

valuable tasks further down the

about the associated workflows. Our

surveillance perspective and the

unheard of in Spot. So, we added

suite of electronic trading solutions

curve. And finally, by automating

MidMatch API has four components,

RN: MidMatch is built in HTML

opportunity to apply much needed

this function in early. A lot of

for FX market participants. In

the credit process, we are ensuring

I’ve spoken about the Trading and

and accessed via a web browser.

changes to archaic credit mechanisms

these considerations, taken in over

addition to FX swaps where else will

certainty of execution, and by cutting

Credit components already, but in

Participants can connect quickly

is extremely appealing.

two years of consultation, were

you be focusing your efforts this

embedded into MidMatch from the

year to grow the footprint of the

beginning.

business and its product offering

to our GUI with no development
requirements or can choose to add

What lessons can we learn about

one or more of the API components

the way the FX spot market was

leading to full trading connectivity.

electronified that can be applied to

Do you expect FX swaps market

what is happening with FX swaps?

structure to remain a key theme and

SJ: The last few years have been

topic of discussion for the industry

about build. Building MidMatch and

SJ: I am not sure it is a like-for-like

over the next few years and how

Hypersonic – the new backbone of Spot

comparison. Spot is straightforward,

much more automation of swap

at 360T, Streaming NDFs have been

SJ: Overwhelmingly positive. FX

it is almost limitless and is relatively

execution is possible?

added to the suite and we continue

Swaps are so late to the e-game

efficient for trading purposes. Swaps

that it is easy for traders, business

are a more complex product, used

SJ: Full automation, all the way

and services for our users and due to

managers and, risk officers to

for a variety of reasons, where

out the curve is a realistic goal

regular new technology releases our

look at how markets developed

considerations about funding and

for vanilla FX Swaps over the next

Execution Management System (EMS)

in other FX Products and other

curve irregularities are much larger

few years. Broken dates are priced

has become even more functionally

Asset Classes and have a view as

risks in the trader’s mind. These

by Market Makers to Takers today

enhanced. Our core offering just goes

to what the road ahead looks like.

factors make platform development

electronically and risk books are

from strength to strength, helped by

Traders see the advantages of better

very different to what we have

managed by traders through trading

industry consolidation, greater need to

order types, less scope for errors

done before. For example, a key

liquid points on the curve – that isn’t

be regulated and higher transparency

or miscommunications and the

early requirement was the need to

changing. We believe the connection

requirements.

Simon, what response and feedback
have you had so far to MidMatch?

Full automation, all the way out the curve is a realistic goal for vanilla FX Swaps over the next few years
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A far more efficient way to trade - Talking with the team behind 360TGTX MidMatch

THE e-FOREX INTERVIEW

THE E-FOREX INTERVIEW

THE LAST FEW YEARS
HAVE BEEN ABOUT
BUILDING MIDMATCH AND
HYPERSONIC – THE NEW
BACKBONE OF SPOT AT 360T
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FX ON EXCHANGES
Image by Shutterstock

The best of both worlds

FX ON EXCHANGES

As the demand for on-exchange FX trading and FX futures continues, Nicholas Pratt looks
at the role of the exchanges in bridging the gap between the OTC and centrally-cleared FX
trading markets.

amid heightened risk aversion”, and

Not only has this created a larger and

SGX has since launched mini CNH

two OTC trading engines – BidFX and

HYBRID TRADING

the market for FX futures. This is partly

SGX’s contract is the world’s most

more diverse liquidity pool, it has also

futures contracts to appeal to smaller

MaxxTrader – which it acquired for $128

Eurex is another exchange group

the result of some global macro trends,

widely traded CNH futures. Total

led SGX to invest more in developing

trading firms. It has also invested in

million and $125 million respectively.

anticipating a growing interest in

such as energy shortages and supply

FX futures volume on SGX stood

services for what it calls a hybrid

on-exchange trading of FX, Since

chain disruption, both of which have

at US$107.8 billion in the month

trading model that enables centrally

Deutsche Boerse Group’s $800 million

been exacerbated by the military conflict

of February, with month-end open

cleared FX to co-exist with OTC FX

in Ukraine and the resulting economic

interest up 56% y-o-y at US$13.9

trading.

sanctions against Russia. One of the

billion.

Data Source: SGX

There has been an increasing demand in

acquisition of FX trading platform
360T in 2015, it has been at the
forefront in developing a hybrid

SGX sees itself playing a key role in the

trading model combining OTC and

Singapore Exchange (SGX), which saw

The other major driver for the growth

development of this market and has

exchange trading environments.

its foreign exchange (FX), SGX USD/CNH

of FX futures is regulation and the

made acquisitions and launched new

“Hybrid is a compelling concept for FX,”

Futures traded volume gained 15%

uncleared margin rules (UMR) for

services to further these ambitions.

says Jens Quiram, Head of FX Derivatives

y-o-y in February to 823,524 contracts,

derivatives that is now applicable to

In 2018, the exchange introduced

at Eurex, Deutsche Boerse Group.

with open interest hitting a record

asset managers, as well as numerous

FlexC FX Futures, a new version of

US$12.4 billion during the month.

sell-side firms. In fact, at the end

its FX futures contracts that has the

The 360T acquisition was intended

of 2021, the fastest growing client

same security and capital efficiency

to add an OTC FX venue to Deutsche

According to SGX, the CNH or

segment for SGX was the buy-side –

advantages as standard futures but

Boerse’s multi-asset trading

offshore RMB is “increasingly being

from trading firms to asset managers

can be traded bilaterally with tailored

capabilities and this OTC scope has

adopted as a safe-haven currency

and commodity traders.

expiration dates.

beneficiaries of this trend has been
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The best of both worlds

“The biggest driver for the demand for on-exchange trading
of FX has been uncleared margin rules and, more specifically,
the imminent arrival of phase 6 which will bring market
participants such as asset managers and pension funds into
the scope of the regulation.”

managers and pension funds into the
scope of the regulation”, he adds.
“Asset managers are asking what the
regulation means for them in terms
of trading rules and are looking at
additional products and execution

using contract and tick sizes in keeping

models. The listed world is firm, secure

with OTC traders’ expectations, and

and transparent, and in partnership

physical settlement of FX Futures to

with a CCP provides multilateral

align use cases as close as possible to

netting to reduce bilateral exposure.

traditional OTC market practice,” he

Under the margin rules, efficient

says. “In the beginning we secured

collateralisation, standardisation and

committed liquidity providers to

funding flexibility become much more

ensure a competitive price picture and

important,” says Quiram.

discovery processes. Then we attracted

Jens Quiram

with the subsequent 360T acquisition

liquidity takers and their banks as

“Liquidity levels are good, and we see

clearing members to support the credit

a strong interest from banks, not just

mitigation process at Eurex Clearing

as clearing members but also as off-

as central counterparty to all executed

book liquidity providers,” he adds.

trades.”

FX ON EXCHANGES

of the GTX ECN business from Gain
Capital for $100 million in 2018.

Quiram envisages more use of
“We have seen a steady growth

integrated solutions to trade listed FX

in volume over the last two years,

derivatives via blocks and Exchange

“After the 360T acquisition we realised

despite the impact of the pandemic.

for Physicals (EFPs) on the same

there was more that we could do

But most importantly, the client

platform as OTC FX spot and forward

together. This resulted in a bigger

onboarding pipeline with Eurex FX is

activity, to reduce trading costs and

programme focused on developing

very encouraging,” says Quiram

complexity, as well as developing more

client service solutions and products

SGX FX

Asia’s largest and most liquid
FX derivatives marketplace
The leading integrated FX marketplace in
OTC and Listed FX
Global investors, banks and brokers
can now manage the challenges of
currency risks exposure and keep
abreast of global regulatory changes
anywhere, and at any time.

efficient hedging strategies.

in the FX space, and using 360T’s

“The biggest driver for the demand

deep FX expertise to grow the listed

for on-exchange trading of FX has

It helps, says Quiram, that asset

FX offering on Eurex,” says Quiram.

been UMR and, more specifically, the

managers’ trading habits and

“The work with 360T has initially

imminent arrival of phase 6 which will

counterparty relationships already

focused on our G7 currency offering,

bring market participants such as asset

span both the on and off-exchange
world, so hybrid trading such as

Source: Eurex

EFPs is more about bringing two
existing worlds together rather than
introducing a new one.
“All of these relationships exist
already. An asset manager typically
uses a combination of OTC and
exchange-based trading, so we don’t
have to break any networks. It is more
about the linkage between an existing
service and solutions whilst offering
an efficient and smart alternative to
connect listed FX and OTC FX liquidity

Singapore Exchange
sgx.com/fx

pools,” says Quiram.
He also expects the hybrid theme will
serve to demonstrate the benefits of
50 MARCH 2022
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This advertisement is not intended for distribution to, or for use by or to be acted on by any person or entity located in any jurisdiction where such distribution, use or
action would be contrary to applicable laws or regulations or would subject Singapore Exchange Limited (“SGX”) or any of its afﬁliates to any registration or licensing
requirement. This advertisement has been published for general circulation only. It is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell, nor ﬁnancial advice or recommendation
in relation to, any investment product or service. Advice should be sought from a ﬁnancial adviser regarding the suitability of any investment product before investing
or adopting any investment strategies. The General Disclaimers and Jurisdiction Speciﬁc Disclaimers at http://www.sgx.com/terms-use apply and are incorporated by
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The best of both worlds
an exchange as an execution venue

use is the way forward, says Quiram.

“fundamental benefits” of cleared,

to those not already active. “On-

“It is not about new products but

listed derivatives as a complementary

exchange trading is extremely fast

about new services to get access

pool of liquidity that can be accessed

and transparent and easy to use. It

to these products such as collateral

without an ISDA intermediary.

helps with position and collateral

management, settlement services

Another factor has been the increase

management, reduces bilateral

and payment services. It is about

in buy-side firms choosing FX futures,

exposure, and there is no last look

connecting FX liquidity pools

states the CME report. During 2021,

involved.” says Quiram.

seamlessly. Optimisation of position

the number of large open positions

management to offer FX market

in CME FX futures rose by +8.6%

Regulation served as a trigger to look

participants a broader choice whilst

year on year, as did the largest ever

at the exchange market, says Quiram.

unlocking benefits of listed and OTC

number of gross notional positions

Although he adds that the OTC

FX worlds.”

held by asset managers in EUR/USD FX

FX ON EXCHANGES

market works very well and showed

futures.

resilience in a volatile environment.

FX FUTURES GROWTH

“And while I see a hybrid Listed and

The FX futures market has been a

“In combination, they confirm a

OTC FX market developing, I believe

lucrative asset class for exchanges

notable trend of consistent adoption

that under stabile market conditions

and trading activity has continued to

of listed futures and options by the

and current regulation the traditional

increase in recent months. Data from

buy-side community,” states the CME

OTC FX market will remain as liquid

the Chicago Mercantile Exchange

report. The number of block pricing

and at the core of the FX world,” says

(CME) Group, which claims to be the

providers on CME’s platform also

Quiram.

largest regulated FX marketplace,

grew in 2021 to more than 20 firms

shows that during 2021 more of its

including US and European banks

Eurex is also looking to expand its

customers migrated open positions

alongside non-bank market makers all

geographical reach, having started

into FX futures than ever before.

offering block liquidity specifically for

with an initial focus on existing clients

December 2021 closed with more

FX options.

in the German and European markets

than three million contracts with a

where there is a familiar regulatory

notional value of $293.7 billion.

environment which therefore delivers

“Demand for blocks, and pricing
providers, has increased because

legal and regulatory certainty for FX

According to the CME’s quarterly

they enable participants to access our

market participants.

FX report, this surge in activity can

liquidity and gain the capital and credit

be attributed to the combination of

efficiencies of our markets, whilst

Eurex will work on currency and

macro factors such as new capital

operating like they do in the OTC

service expansions but believes

regulation, Standard Approach to

market – negotiating deals privately

following the existing OTC FX

Counterparty Credit Risk (SA-CCR) and

with their chosen counterparties,”

market structure and products in

uncleared margin rules (UMR), and the

states the CME.
That’s why block volume across

Source: CME Group

futures and options increased by
38% from Q4 2021 vs. Q4 2020, and
trades increased by 63% over the
same period. It’s not just the network
that’s grown – it’s also participants’
use of this type of modality to achieve
their strategy,” concludes the report.
Exchanges have also looked to
capitalise on the growing demand for
cryptocurrencies. The CME introduced
micro bitcoin futures in May 2021
and then added micro ether futures in
December. As of March 2022, nearly
Client adoption of listed FX futures and options on CME
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PROVIDER PROFILE

Finalto

We are pretty unique in that we now
can offer multiple products under a
single-entry point. Risk Management,

Working hard to create the
perfect technology proposition
for its clients

PROVIDER PROFILE

Matthew Maloney

Finalto is the financial division of Playtech PLC, a global and
well established business traded on London Stock Exchange. The
award winning firm is a market leader in next-generation multichannel trading software, systems and liquidity services which
are offered in a B2B capacity to their global partner network.
e-Forex spoke to Matthew Maloney B2B CEO to discuss more
about the business and its plans for the future.

Liquidity, Data, Tech all with a single
relationship point and one provider
we have the flexibility to customise
our products to suit the needs of the
client.
We can do a whole broker solution –
complete tech, back office, CRM etc

Finalto’s core offerings

or just let you pick what bits of tech
you need, like just the white label

support. Local sales and support staff

worth individuals, in addition to the

trading platform that lets brokers

ensure we can make ourselves relevant

traditional retail brokers.

move out of just doing MT4/5. Our

to localised markets and speak to our

award winning Finalto 360 stack of

clients in ways that are relevant and

Finalto offers a 360 suite or what

technologies give clients the flexibility

familiar.

you call a “solution in a box.” How

to pick and choose from different

customisable is this and what makes

modules, they can take just the Trade

B2B offering revolves around our core

platform or additional services like

prime-of-prime liquidity provision,

back office tools too.

trading risk management and tech – a

It’s a total broker solution – all our

it so revolutionary?

complete 360 solutions that features

clients need to be concerned with is

Liquidity wise there are few that can

a White Label trading platform, CRM,

sourcing customers to onboard. We

BO and BI systems.

provide everything – liquidity, risk,

Please tell us a little about the history

us to be an industry leading Fintech

and developing technologies that are

match our offering and product base

of Finalto and how the various

powerhouse. We think we are the

industry leading. Our name Finalto,

at these levels. Our Risk Management

identities of the firm have been

perfect combination of mature but

means higher finance, or Next Level

team are market leading combining

What types of firms are clients of

you communicate with clients. We

unified.

with a new approach and look and

financial Markets and that’s our

years of experience and new bleeding

Finalto and benefiting from your

have two major new partnerships

feel, it’s been exciting to reinvent

ambition.

edge technology.

solutions?

taking the full suite this quarter.

tech, even the CRM to manage how

We are three established businesses

ourselves and refocus the business by

brought together under one roof.

asking ourselves the question ‘What

In what ways has Finalto set out

We are diversifying in products

Retail brokers are our bread and

and the ability to have it styled in

With many years of experience

is at the heart of Finalto?’ and that

to offer software, liquidity and

all the time for example our data

butter but with the growth of fintech

the clients branding which helps

under our previous brands such as

is a Fintech striving to be best of

customer services that differentiate

products; which is an area where we

and the improvement in our product

our clients to carve out much

Tradetech Alpha and CFH being fused

breed through innovation in product,

it from many other financial trading

are developing some very exciting

delivery and solutions we are servicing

needed differentiation from their

together as a single identity enables

trusted delivery and customer service

technology providers?

outputs and tools for our anonymised

a more diverse range of clients than

many competitors enabling a more

flow of data. These new products will

ever - fund managers, hedge funds,

sticky client base. They don’t have

help grow our depth of services and

2nd and 3rd tier banks, family offices,

to take the whole stack if they

open us up to new audiences as it

prop houses and of course high net

want they can pick and mix – the

It offers brokers lots of flexibility

Image by Shutterstock

is something that appeal to a wider
range of potential clients like HFs and

White-label solutions

smaller banks.
Please can you give us a quick
overview of Finalto’s geographical
footprint and comprehensive B2B
offerings.
We operate divisions from Singapore,
Australia, South Africa, London,
Cyprus and have several other smaller
local offices around the world.
Finalto operates from offices all over the world and has over 600 clients, from more than 80 countries, spanning retail brokers, banks, hedge funds, professional traders, asset
managers and more
54 MARCH 2022
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We tend to think of our services
as being localised but with global

Finalto offer a wide variety of platforms that partners can adapt to their own needs in the form of a white-label
solution which means the technical and financial burden is handled by Finalto’s robust infrastructure
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Finalto - Working hard to create the perfect technology proposition for its clients
Finalto 360

next day. Having to deal with
fixing dates which don’t occur in
spots and needing to deal with
the forward risk stemming from
differences in the way retail systems
work against NDFs. We are able
to take away these problems
and let brokers offer a clean NDF
product without the hassle. Clients
from small hedge funds to money
managers and everyone in between
can get fundamental exposure to
FX markets without worrying about

Trade

fixing dates and settlement risk.
2021 was a busy year for Finalto.
What were the highlights from your
perspective?
Comprising of 5 modules developed by industry experts the Finalto 360 suite provides
a full broker solution enabling a business to evolve and expand exponentially

The biggest thing about last year

PROVIDER PROFILE

was getting back in front of clients
fact it is so customisable provides

retail market to miss out on trading

and venturing back to various

is a major point of difference to

opportunities. We’ve abstracted

industry events. We’re also building

competitors.

some of those complexities to allow

new divisions like Data and have

seamless integration into existing

worked to further the company

systems and offerings.

under the new brand. Lots of new

The complexities of NDFs have

The advanced trading platform to take you and your
clients to the next level
Introducing Finalto Trade, the standalone trading platform that enables you to
optimise the way your clients trade through its customisable interface, multiasset platform and advanced back-office dealing tools.

blood joining the team furthering

prevented many parts of the
retail market from accessing

Finalto takes the complexity out of

our expertise, and firming our

trading opportunities with these

Non-Deliverable Forwards by doing

ambition of being the leading

instruments. How has Finalto gone

away with the product’s associated

financial services provider

about shaking up NDF trading with

issues, providing a streamlined forex

an offering that addresses many

solution that can slot smoothly into

How ambitious are your plans this

of the issues and provides a more

any existing infrastructure.

year to grow Finalto’s B2B business

streamlined forex solution?

further and where will your efforts
Problems like NDF month settling

Certainly the complexities of NDFs

time scales – retail brokers may

have caused large parts of the

need to pay out client PNL the

to do that be focused?
Finalto has the luxury of being
ambitious due to the products ,
staff and infrastructure we have .
We will enhance our offering with
relevant products .
We will give clients alternative ways
of trading some of our existing
products . We will continue to
optimise our Technology to enhance

Your brand, your business, powered by Finalto
finalto.com/finalto-trade

the clients experience . We are
focusing on new Geographical areas
where we have not had a presence
in before . We only see growth and
expansion during 2022 and beyond
Finalto is servicing a more diverse range of clients than ever
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Service available only to Professional clients and varies per jurisdiction
Trading involves significant risk of loss
Offered by Lane Square Enterprises Limited, a member of the Finalto Group
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BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

“Firms are recognizing the benefits of dealing with a
reputable firm, one with longevity in the market, a genuine
PB relationship and a strong balance sheet.”

What PoPs to
partner with

for execution (A Book), or alternatively,
do they warehouse risk, taking the
other side of the client’s trade (B Book),
or a combination of both (A Book and
B Book)?”
Liquidity management is a key factor
Nicholas Pratt

for any firm operating in the PoP space,
is unwavering adherence to mandated

develop over time, the definition

regulatory requirements. This includes

of that model becomes stretched.

the implementation of stringent anti-

Hybrid offerings emerge and this can

money laundering and compliance

While the core traits of a genuine

sometimes lead to confusion for market

processes and the thorough vetting of

PoP offering have changed little,

participants. This is especially true when

potential clients.

developments in technology have

that model has itself evolved from
another more established offering.

Image by Shutterstock

BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

says Cairns. Another critical attribute
It is only natural that as business models

Michael Cairns

helped PoPs to broaden their
Firms should also be experienced

propositions. “The removal of latency

when it comes to the risks associated

in the trade process is essential

In the FX broking world, a prime of

with the provision of leverage, says

and therefore cutting-edge quote

prime (PoP) is generally considered

Cairns. A conservative approach

and trade APIs are an essential

to be a firm that offers retail brokers

(realistic margin rates) tends to

requirement for any PoP offering

access to the trading liquidity of bigger

indicate a more institutional, direct

along with a robust technology

banks. It acts as an intermediary for

market access (DMA) business model

infrastructure and the global location

those institutions that cannot meet the

such as that offered by Advanced

of trade servers,” says Cairns. “The

stringent capital, credit and legal criteria

Markets itself.

ability to be innovative when it comes

mandated by tier 1 prime brokers.
Image by Shutterstock

TIER 1 RELATIONSHIPS

Exploring the
nature of true
Prime of Prime
models in FXPB

For Michael Cairns, the chief operating
officer of Advanced Markets, having a
tier 1 broker relationship is therefore
the most important distinction between
various PoP offerings. “Advanced
Markets has longstanding Prime Broker
(PB) relationships with both UBS and
Standard Chartered Bank, but there are
PoPs out there who do not have a bank
PB but instead have a credit agreement
in place with another broker who does,
therefore they are one step removed
from being a true PoP.”
Another distinction to bear in mind is

The prime of prime (PoP) model has increased in popularity in FX prime broking but as it has grown in
popularity, the definition of a PoP has become stretched. Nicholas Pratt asks three providers for their
opinions on what constitutes a genuine PoP offering.

the organisation’s business model in
terms of risk, says Cairns. “Does the
PoP operate an agency model where all
orders are sent directly to the market
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A true PoP should also have the ability to provide its clients with the necessary tools to run an efficient business
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What PoPs to partner with - Exploring the nature of true Prime of Prime models in FXPB
to satisfying the varied needs of clients

profitability and even market impact

expertise, and clean regulatory

is also key and the provision of ad

of flow, can be developed on a client-

history, to the mix and the playing

hoc tools to automate processes aids

specific basis thus aiding decision

field of potential partners shrinks

scalability across the board.”

making at the broker level.”

dramatically,” states Cairns.

In terms of assets themselves, a PoP

Cairns believes that the current market

MULTI-ASSET CLASS OFFERINGS

should be able to facilitate a multi-

conditions have only strengthened the

While there are many differentiators

asset offering to include FX, Metals,

case for true PoP providers. “Declining

among PoPs, the most important

Energies, CFDs, Equities and Futures

market volatility in spot FX markets,

are product, capacity, support, and

to name the most requested and that

due mainly to the low interest rate

technology, says James Alexander,

would involve being able to handle

environment of the past few years,

chief commercial officer at Invast

the various trading, pricing and

has created a demand for multi-asset

Global. As the market has become

settlement nuances associated with

trading and has led to a migration

more competitive, price has become

each, says Cairns. A true PoP should

towards the few true PoPs who can

less of a differentiator, while the ability

also have the ability to provide its

handle multiple products due to their

to provide a broad, multi-asset class

clients with the necessary tools to run

innovation, longstanding market

offering has become the central pillar

an efficient business and, post-trade,

relationships and nimble, scalable

of any PoP solution, he says.

have systems in place to ensure the

infrastructure,” he says.
“The recent turmoil in Ukraine

smooth transmission and settlement
“Also, an increase in regulatory

has generated volatility across

oversight, new regulations and the

commodities markets. Interest in oil,

“Aside from reliable technology, many

underlying demand for transaction

gold and natural gas as well as some

firms, specifically those operating

transparency, have all driven business

of the soft commodities like wheat

hybrid B Book / A Book models,

to true PoP providers. Firms are

and lumber has increased. After years

require various levels of assistance

recognizing the benefits of dealing

of a near unbroken ‘risk-on’ approach

when it comes to risk management,

with a reputable firm, one with

to equity markets, commodity markets

client analysis and overall business

longevity in the market, a genuine

are in sharp relief and any PoP that

metrics,” says Cairns.

PB relationship and a strong balance

does not provide access to all relevant

sheet. Markets can be extremely

markets will struggle to fully support

“Lastly, many retail brokers seek

difficult to navigate, especially for

the trading needs of their client base,”

knowledge, especially in-depth

a novice, so a helping hand from

says Alexander.

analysis of their own client base.

an experienced and reliable PoP is

Metrics surrounding trading history

a strong factor to consider. Add

Capacity to extend credit and net

and style, instruments traded,

reputation, market and technical

open positions is also a significant

BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

of trades at the PB level, adds Cairns.

differentiator, says Alexander. “It is
Image by Shutterstock

this area that has been exacerbated
in the wake of the Archegos Capital
Management collapse and the
tightening of risk conditions across the
street for tier 1 prime brokers. Industry
stratification is now playing out. Larger
PoPs will continue to move into an
almost prime broker like role while some
of the smaller participants in the sector
are now struggling to meet the credit/
clearing needs of their customers.”
Client support is an obvious but
crucial consideration and one that is
often neglected, says Alexander. “The
proliferation of high quality and timely
Having a flexible approach to pricing, both in the sense of curated liquidity feeds and commercial terms, is essential
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“The proliferation of high quality and timely data has helped
break down any actual or perceived trust gap between PoP
and clients.”

analytical services. Brokers and funds
in particular, place ever more weight
on pre and post trade support, which
has increased the need for clear and
accurate total cost of trade analysis,

Technology remains the area of fastest

says Alexander.

evolution and one that underpins the

James Alexander

core components of a PoP offering,

“Allowing clients to understand the

pricing and execution, says Alexander.

impact their trading has in the primary

“Low latency price formation in OTC

market is a two-sided analysis. On

products is a base requirement. As

one hand, there is the client execution

LPs, ECNs and other venues increase

strategy and on the other, the liquidity

their speed of price formation, the

provider’s own performance. PoPs

technologies offered by PoPs must

are uniquely placed to engage both

keep pace. With more processing of

parties to advocate for an optimal

quotes and orders comes more load

outcome. Some PoP are very active

and a highly resilient/redundant set-up

in this process, others, less so. Being

has never been more critical.”

able to clearly demonstrate the dollar

BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

actual or perceived trust gap between

cost value of market impact is critical

PoP and clients. PoPs that are able to

Total cost of trade data and

for our clients in maximising value

then take this data and add value via

accompanying analysis is an area of

capture.”

insight and optimisation will invariably

interest, says Alexander. “These near

maintain relationships over a much

real-time data sets have increased in

The current trading and market

longer time horizon. Relationships

importance over the last few years

environment has expanded client

matter now more than ever.”

and form a key part of the relationship

demand for genuine PoP providers,

between a true PoP and their clients.

says Alexander. “The prime of prime

Client needs are rarely consistent.

Having meaningful and timely data

landscape has grown exponentially

Having a flexible approach to pricing,

to add context to automated liquidity

over the past few years across all

both in the sense of curated liquidity

workflows servers builds trust between

asset classes. The pandemic saw a

feeds and commercial terms, is

the PoP and the client and allows for

new wave of retail investors enter

essential. The demand for adequate

pricing and execution optimisations to

the marketstrengthening demand

credit/NOP is consistent currently.

take place in far shorter feedback loops.”

across retail brokers and PoPs.

Access to meaningful facilities that

Increasingly restricted access to credit

allow clients to scale their business is

Another area of differentiation for

has benefited those prime of primes

critical.

PoPs is the provision of post-trade and

with access to ample credit. The same

Image by Shutterstock

extends to liquidity, established PoPs
with well diversified client flows can
leverage their network of underlying
liquidity providers to provide a level of
consistently aggressive pricing.”
With tightening risk conditions from
prime broker networks, a true pop
would be able to facilitate efficiencies
for their clients’ exposures, says
Alexander. “PoPs that can support
give ups to various tier 1 prime broker
venues, are well positioned to offer
clients far more efficient access to
the credit within their existing prime

Prime Services. Tailored for you.
Invast Global specialises in providing bespoke, prime brokerage services to
brokers, hedge funds and corporates. Pricing that’s tailored to your needs
and the needs of your clients. Flexible account conditions along with
infrastructure and connectivity options that make integration straightforward.
Bespoke are our simple, flexible, market data solutions.
Invast Global can help to streamline your business, helping you save time and money.
Find out how. Call (02) 9083 1333 or visit www.invast.com.au/prime/

broker panel. Should a client who
Another area of differentiation for PoPs is the provision of post-trade and analytical services
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What PoPs to partner with - Exploring the nature of true Prime of Prime models in FXPB
The factors that created the PoP
market in the first place, such as
tightening credit conditions, have
become more conspicuous in the
current trading environment, further

BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

Justin Boulton

PLUGIT celebrates its
10th anniversary

DIRECT MARKET ACCESS

strengthening the proposition of true

According to Justin Boulton, head

PoP providers, says Boulton. “Tier

of FX prime brokerage at FXCM,

one prime brokers are being more

there are numerous differentiators

selective in terms of the institutions

between PoP offerings including

they work with. They want multi-

access to market, speed of

asset clients, not just those with

onboarding, service levels and

spot FX needs. Following the recent

leverage. The approach to liquidity

Archegos collapse, they have also

is also an important distinction,

tightened existing lending terms and

challenges while minimizing risk

a multi-faceted approach and

says Boulton. “There is no need

in some cases, terminated access for

and maximizing profit. This vision is

expanded its portfolio to match the

for liquidity management when

small to middle sized non-banking

the continuous driving force behind

needs of the Forex industry.

delivering a genuine PoP service

financial institutions to minimise the

everything we do.

Jalal Faour, Founder of leading fintech provider PLUGIT talks to
e-Forex about the company, where it all began, its flagship system
YOONIT and what future holds for the firm.

as the prime broker should not be

credit risk they were exposed to. This

wish to trade on the price of another

involved in the trade flow. Instead,

means there are more institutions

What has been your biggest

flagship product is YOONIT– a

PoP, being able to efficiently manage

it should be providing direct market

with significant volume looking for

accomplishment so far?

modular management and trading

those positions between a Tier 1 prime

access to as many venues and

alternatives to tier one prime brokers,”

broker and your prime of prime is

counterparties as possible.”

he says. “New and better technology

Looking back, there are many

to each brokers’ unique needs to

means that these firms can continue

achievements that I can think of.

solve their pain points and optimize

crucial.”

Our latest development and current

support system that can be tailored

Additional attributes are risk

to receive the same quality of service

From having developed a multitude

their daily operations. The current

Ultimately, the choice of PoP for FX

management and technology, says

from PoPs with no material impact on

of robust solutions that have

version of YOONIT offers a unique

participants comes down to a mix

Boulton. “Some PoPs insist on a pre-

their trading. This makes PoP, when

successfully served over 100 clients,

five-core toolkit, fully compatible

of the simple and complex factors,

trade credit check on all clients which

done properly, a more attractive

to becoming one of the industry’s

with MT4/MT5 platforms and can be

says Alexander. “As price is less

not only protects their business, but

offering to a broader client base.”

What was your driving force to build

leading technology providers. But

seamlessly integrated with other 3rd

of a differentiator, reputable PoPs

also allows enables clients to trade

such a business and how did it all

most importantly building a fantastic

party applications.

provide a variety of execution metrics

under a single net open position

Ultimately, when it comes to

start?

team with multinational individuals,

prior to integration so clients have a

(NOP) with no credit ‘log-jams’.

the factors influencing market

benchmark for comparison. PoPs play

They also focus on reliable and

participants’ choice of PoPs, the

a critical part of the success of their

proven technology, such as robust

access to tier 1 liquidity remains at

clients and a PoP provides service and

pre- and post-trade technology with

the forefront, says Boulton. “Clients

I noticed a gap in the fintech sector.

genuinely wants to see their clients’

transaction cost analysis, aggregation

are looking for a quick, professional

There was lack of solutions that

How have PLUGIT’s offerings evolved

businesses grow may just be worth a

and distribution where required, as

and proactive service with as much

catered to brokers of different sizes,

over the years, and how do

In terms of geographical footprint,

few dollars per million.”

well as rapid onboarding.”

access to institutional venues and

affordable enough for start-ups

they fulfill the forex market’s needs

our goal is to maintain our growth

counterparties as possible. The best

entering the market, and having the

these days?

trajectory, both on a local and global

PoP solutions replicate tier one prime

functionality suitable for enterprise

brokerage relationships by offering

level businesses not wanting to

The Forex industry is continuously

our relations in Europe, the Middle

just this, with pure direct market

compromise on the quality. So I set

evolving, and we are together

East, Asian regions, and South

access and the ability to clear their

out to create solutions to fill this gap.

with it. We let the market help us

America. In 5 years I’d expect us to

determine what our products need

double in size both in terms of our
client base and employees globally.

TECHNOLOGY
REMAINS THE
AREA OF FASTEST
EVOLUTION AND ONE
THAT UNDERPINS THE
CORE COMPONENTS
OF A POP OFFERING
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Jalal Faour

each bringing fresh perspectives and

Where do you see PLUGIT

Being involved in the Forex industry

bold ideas for the benefit of our

developing further during the next

for quiet some time back in the day,

clients and the company.

5 years and in what ways do you

clients’ trades. They are also looking

expect the company to grow?

levels. We will continue to expand

for an extremely quick and frictionless

What was your vision for the

to be. So that, in combination heavy

onboarding process, and for PoPs to

company back in 2012 and has that

financial trading technology research

complete know your customer (KYC)

changed in any way?

and development, we can ensure

As far as to what we do, our focus

that the most advanced solutions are

is to continue developing and

available to our clients.

enchancing our YOONIT system

and all other checks within a matter
of weeks, rather than the six to nine

Since the beginning, my vision

months it can take to get onboarded

has been to be a customer-centric

by a tier one prime broker,” he

company and provide brokers with

As the market need for specialized

will help brokers to always keep

concludes.

innovative and robust solutions to

trading solutions increased over

up with the latest technological

help them overcome their operational

the years, PLUGIT has incorporated

advancements.

with new modules and tools, which

MARCH 2022
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“Clients are looking for a quick, professional and proactive
service with as much access to institutional venues and
counterparties as possible.”
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For financial institutions and online

made by human teams of content

more active. This leads to a dilemma

trading platforms, it’s becoming

writers. Let’s take a look at how

for financial institutions as hiring

increasingly obvious that quality

machine-generated content can

enough copywriters, visual artists,

content is needed to keep users

impact the financial sector.

and web programmers to keep apps

informed and engaged. In fact, the

WHY IS MACHINE-GENERATED
CONTENT SO IMPORTANT?

each individual user just isn’t realistic.

engagement is a phenomenon across
the entire online service sector. It has

There are multiple reasons why

markets too fast for humans to be

been well documented that when

machine-generated content is so vital

able to keep up, but it would be

end-users are effectively engaged

to successful client engagement in

impossible to personalize it manually

through content that is insightful,

the modern financial trading world,

and it would also cost a fortune to

informative, and valuable to their

but the main thing that needs to

employ enough people to even try.

experience, they are far more likely

be understood is that this process is

to stick with the platform or financial

supported by data. Trading platforms

That really only leaves one viable

institution that provides them this

that adopt multiple kinds of content

solution: Machine-Generated Content.

content.

delivery systems - such as emails and

Once the infrastructure is in place for

But this begs an obvious question, can

in-app messages, delivering news and

content to be created automatically,

FX brokers and financial institutions

analysis - get a much bigger return

client engagement teams just need

really afford to keep their platforms

on each client. On top of this, clients

to sit back and watch it be created.

constantly updated with content that

now expect their experiences to feel

This can greatly enhance both

is enlightening and explanatory, but

tailored to them. They want to feel

engagement through apps as well as

also of the moment? it seems like a

like they are being personally helped

websites, and clients will naturally be

big expectation to have, and a big ask

through the investing process, and

happier once they have a constant

of any size team of content writers

the most direct way to do that is

stream of instructive, illuminating

and analysts.

by constantly giving them relevant

and informative news and market

rise of the importance placed on client

TECHNOLOGY

filled with new content tailored to
Not only is the pace of the financial

content, however markets move

commentary, to help them in their

There must be another way, and

quickly, so clients who are kept

trade decision making.

luckily there is something that

updated will continue investing and

can transform the way content is

working with the financial institution

generated and delivered in a massive

that is giving them that personalized

AN INTRODUCTION TO NATURAL
LANGUAGE GENERATION.

way: Machine-Generated Content.

experience.

If you’re not familiar with machinegenerated content already, you

This approach makes creating a
mountain of content more affordable

In other words, all the evidence is

might be feeling a little bit skeptical.

than ever, and it is just as useful and

pointing towards end users actively

After all, the idea of a robot sitting

engaging for users as any content

wanting more content as they become

there and typing up an article with

Paul Dalziel

Machine Generated Content
Helping the FX sellside to
enhance client acquisition
and retention
By Paul Dalziel, Business Development Manager at hoopsAI
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TECHNOLOGY

Machine-generated content is already here

beautiful, flowing language just

knowledge gained from all of that

taking sentences - or bits of data -

doesn’t seem possible. But this isn’t

data, this is where NLG completes the

that are related and combining them

the realm of science fiction. Machine-

process.

into coherent ideas. Non-relevant

generated content is already here, and

ideas are deleted here, and similar

the technology that allows it to be

LET’S TALK ABOUT NLG

created has existed for decades.

The first and most important step

thoughts are turned into one.

in machine-generated content is for

Lexical choice occurs next. This step

It can be traced back to the 1950s

the computer algorithms to begin

finds the computer running through

when Alan Turing started to

language content determination. This

a massive lexicon of terms to decide

develop ideas based around artificial

is when it looks at all the different

which words accurately match the

intelligence. The ideas were primitive

subjects and pieces of data from all

concepts it is trying to say. In a

at the time, but the groundwork he

of the millions of documents and

way, this is where the bulk of the

laid proved fruitful: just a few short

data-points within its search and

“writing” occurs.

decades later, Natural Language

then selects which is most important

Processing (NLP) was becoming a

or relevant to the specific focus of

Finally, the realization step happens.

reality in the world of computer

inquiry.

This is when the rules of language

programming.

are applied to the content that
Next is document structuring. For the

has been created. This finalizes

It is important to highlight at this stage

writing to exist, the computer needs

the content and makes it fluid to

that merely possessing the ability of

to decide which information should go

read for all end users accessing the

automatically processing language was

where. Should important info be near

information system.

never the true end goal. While it is

the top or the bottom? Should certain

certainly impressive to have computers

percentages be mentioned near each

If you think about it, it’s remarkably

read and understand written words

other? These are the questions that it

similar to the subconscious processes

from millions of documents and data

answers automatically in fractions of

that go into human writing.

points, it is even more beneficial for

a second.

That’s one of the reasons why

financial companies if they can create
Once document structuring is

easily digestible. It turns out that

this data together producing content

done, the computer goes through

computers can write just as originally

that is accessible and contains the

aggregation. This mainly involves

and creatively as humans!
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Discover more
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machine-generated content is so

readable output that brings all of
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A REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE OF NLG

Integrating our technology is always going to be

Though it is unquestionably valuable and usable,

invaluable for any financial institution or platform

NLG is still relatively new. With that said, though,

provider.

there are certain industries and companies that
have been early adopters of the technology for

In recent years and more so than ever before,

commercial as well as operational optimization

investors are trading 24 hours a day, with remote

purposes and have realized the immense value that

working practices becoming more and more the

Machine-Generated Content is able to add to a

“new normal”. Meaning that it is a must to facilitate

variety of platforms and sectors as widely diverse as

and enable the growing demand for constant access

Medical to Meteorological and from Insurance to

to the financial markets, meeting the need for real-

Legal as well as even some from the Sporting world,

time, on-demand, personalized and user centric

at hoopsAI we see the vast opportunities for the

content as well as news and analysis.

financial trading sector creating a realtime valueadding NLG offering for its clients.

That is quickly becoming the key differentiator

OnBoarding

Focusing on the financial industry, hoopsAI

platforms to trade with, and it is this, as we have

Trader

specializes in the production of Machine-Generated

said already, where the newest and perhaps biggest

Partners

and automated content, using machine learning and

challenge is to be found. hoopsAI patent pending

MAM

technology applies NLP, NLG and statistical modeling

Back Office

key insights, and automatically generate written

as well as ground-breaking machine-learning

analysis, that can take the form of highly technical

capabilities to generate unique, on-demand news,

analysis for professional traders or more condensed

analysis and research with story types that can be

news and commentary for less sophisticated readers,

generated in a matter of milliseconds and to the

and everything in between, delivering educational

users requirements.

engagement throughout the clients journey.

Bonus
Dynamic Margin

engaging “themes” using sophisticated algorithms

level of expertise, which ensures that content can

which then realize these data and theme types

be tailored, for the best fit to the users needs.

into “chosen story” formats to best fit the end

For example investors can get personal insights

user, leading to increased client engagement and

and research based on their specific watchlist or

interaction with the platform.

portfolio.

One of the truly dynamic aspects of the NLG process

It’s easy to integrate and customize, and can

is its ability to “find the needle in the haystack” in

support an endless list of assets, users can even

a pile of data, rather than the research requiring

create infographics, something that is hugely

countless hours and multiple resources. It saves

beneficial for apps and websites wanting to make

traders the need to analyze by themselves endless

financial decisions simple for their users. Bottom

graphs and tables in a process that is more manual

line with a simple integration via API or iFrame any

and much more time consuming. Now it becomes an

broker or financial institution can get hoopsAI real-

automatic process that feels intuitive, and done in

time content, covering thousands of assets from

real time.

currencies, commodities stocks to crypto currencies

Dynamic Margin
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CRM
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Net Asset Value
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Since inception
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Notes

8

is to fit the NLG Content Generation platform
output to each individual’s realm of interest and

IB/ Affiliate

10

Jan 2021

One of the key features of the service we provide

The NLG content engine fits the output into more

Bonus Automation

Net Asset Value

Tasks

content as well to ensure the greatest level of

MAM/ PAMM

Clients

between providers, and a key factor in choosing

pattern recognition to scan large data sets, discover

TECHNOLOGY

Overview
Dashboard
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Portal Settings

and our coverage includes:
The driving force behind what we are doing is for
the financial sector to be able to produce readable

• Market News

insights, and analysis as well as market commentary

• Personal watchlists and portfolios

and news in a way that all consumers can connect

• Fundamental Analysis

with. By providing that, the investors and traders

• Technical Analysis.

are empowered to engage with the market.

• Infographics
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Unigy Mobile Client
The global market in the palm of your hands anywhere, anytime
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more
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